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What will we talk about?
• Many physical properties, not only seismics, are anisotropic
• Physical causes of anisotropy at:

• the crystal scale? The crystals structure!
• at larger scales? Deformation!

• How rocks deform ductilely and why they become anisotropic (in short)
• Using forward models to constrain the interpretation of flow patterns from

seismic anisotropy : the D" example
• Why inversing flow patterns from seismic data is not possible?
• Viscous anisotropy: the memory of deformation

How will we work?
• Course = 1h (questions welcome @ anytime) 
• 15 minutes of discussion in groups of 5-6 on what was clear / not clear

(take notes!)
• 15 minutes plenary discussion of the not clear points



Physical properties
Elasticity : seismic wave propagation
Electrical/Magnetic/Thermal Conductivity
Optical properties
Strength/viscosity

Anisotropy - variation of a physical 
property depending on the direction in 
which it is measured

Oxford Dictionary



Heat diffusion in a quartz crystal

If we cover a quartz crystal with wax 
and touch it with a hot needle …

Melting figures are ≠ in ≠ crystallographic faces!



Heat diffusion in an olivine crystal
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Mechanical anisotropy – elastic behaviour

Springs with different strengths 
initial state

To displace the ring at 45º, the force 
must be applied with an angle ≠ 45°

How does this affect the 
displacement of the ring?

Ø Displacement not necessarily
parallel to applied stress



Principal directions (eigen directions of the tensor):

Displacement // applied force, BUT the force needed to obtain
the same displacement is ≠

Mechanical anisotropy – elastic behaviour

Springs with different strengths 



An example of anisotropy well know by geology students …

Optical birrefringence

In a crystal, an EM wave is 
decomposed in 2 waves polarized in 
orthogonal directions, which are 
function of the crystal structure.
The 2 waves propagate at ≠ velocities.

Polarization colors: function of the 
anisotropy (difference in velocity) & 
path length



2nd rank tensor (properties that relate 2 scalars)
- Thermal diffusivity and conductivity
- Electrical conductivity…

Variation of the property is function of the sampling
direction

4th rank tensor (properties that relate 2 tensors)
- Elasticity : Variation of the seismic velocities

function of the sampling direction AND of the 
polarisation of the waves (also EM waves)

- Viscosity

Anisotropic physical properties



What produces anisotropy?

1- In a grain (crystal) 
(crystals = bricks that compose the rocks)



Why is a crystal anisotropic?

5.5 km/s
4.7 km/s

4.4 km/s

4.9 km/s4.9 km/s

Olivine = (Mg,Fe)SiO4

Periodic atomic arrangement with ≠ liaisons in ≠ directions 
Symmetry of the crystal structure controls the anisotropy
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What produces anisotropy?

1- In a crystal

2- In a rock (sample scale = cm to m)

3- At the scale of geophysical observations 
(10s to 100s of km)



Crystal or Lattice Preferred
Orientation (CPO or LPO) 
of anisotropic minerals :

drawing by Luc Mehl

Rock-scale anisotropy results from
Extrinsic anisotropy

Oriented melt/fluid inclusions

© B. Holtzman

Organized intercalation of 
materials with

very ≠ properties
@ scale << observation one

Open fractures
Compositional layering…

Intrinsic anisotropy

Intrinsic @ extrinsic anisotropy may coexist
(and interfere constructively or destructively) 

ØDeformation produces anisotropy



Crystal preferred orientations can be measured
In a SEM by the analysis of electron
backscatered diffraction patterns (EBSD)



X 

Z

lherzolite, xenolith
Tahiti

olivine



rock = aggregate of anisotropic crystals

volumetric averaging as function of:
- mineralogical composition
- orientation of the crystals

How to determine anisotropic properties at the rock scale?

Simplest approach – works fine for thermal and 
elastic anisotropy



X

Z

X 

Z

A=10%

7,4%

P-wave velocity: F(propagation direction) S-wave anisotropy= (Vs1-Vs2)/Vsmean

In the upper mantle, 
olivine (≥60% vol.)
controls the anisotropy



The orientation of the crystals is the key factor for 
transferring anisotropy to large scales

How do crystal preferred orientations form and evolve?

Relation between flow patterns and CPO



Polycrystalline ice
Optical microscope – cross-polarized light
C. Wilson - Univ. Melbourne, Australia

Deformation (flow) of ice Ih (the ice we see on the Mt Blanc)

3.5. Enhanced grain boundary shear

The strain maps show high levels of shear at certain grain
boundaries, although not all, as shown in Fig. 3a. This kind of

deformation has been seen before by Koike et al. [16] amongst
others [17,56e58], who referred to this mechanism as room tem-
perature slip assisted grain boundary sliding. The evidence suggests
that this mechanism involves enhanced slip near the grain
boundaries and is different from the disputed, vacancy assisted
grain boundary sliding [59].

In our experiment, Fig. 3a, the shear strain is highest at these
grain boundaries. In fact all strain values above 0.5 can be ascribed to
grain boundary deformation, although there is considerable varia-
tion from boundary to boundary. The measurements also con!rm
that these high strains are not caused by grain boundary cracking or
exclusively by sliding in the grain boundary plane. Instead, there are
regions near certain grain boundaries where there is enhanced slip.
Ando and co-workers [60] have suggested that this localized slip is
caused by deformation incompatibility at the grain boundaries,
implying it only occurs between grains that have different basal slip
activities. Using the EBSDdata in the region of interest, we calculated
the distribution of the Schmid factor (m) for !0001"1120 basal slip
when loading along the X0 (RD), shown in Fig. 7a. The highlighted
boundaries B and H in Fig. 7 agree with postulation of Ando and co-
workers. However, our results show that slip enhancement at grain
boundaries also occurs between grains poorly aligned for basal slip,
as shown in the grain boundary A in Fig. 7, suggesting it is a more
general deformation mechanism driven by the applied stress.

3.6. Twinning

Unlike slip, twinning generates a characteristic region of uni-
form deformation with the parent grain [61]. These regions usually

Fig. 5. Slip activity. Effective shear strain values showing the slip morphology for grains deforming by (a) basal slip, (b) diffuse prismatic slip and (c) wavy prismatic slip. White
arrows in (a) point to hard particles interacting with slip. Additionally, a hexagonal prism showing the crystallographic orientation and the slip traces for the three main active slip
systems at room temperature in magnesium with Schmid factors m > 0.1 are displayed for each grain.

Fig. 6. Strain distribution for grains deforming by different slip activities. The
strain distribution for the grain deforming by basal slip (yellow circles) is asymmetric
and has a tail with a high slope indicating the high values of maximum shear strain
detected. The effective shear strain distribution for the grain deforming by diffuse
prismatic slip (green triangles) is more symmetric and with a high fraction of low
strain values. The distribution in the grains deforming by wavy prismatic slip (blue
squares) lies between the other two. (For interpretation of the references to colour in
this !gure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

A. Orozco-Caballero et al. / Acta Materialia 133 (2017) 367e379 373

≠ colors : ≠ crystal orientations



Ductile deformation (flow) of crystalline solids (rocks, but also ice, metals…)
Dislocation creep

Multiplication & glide of 
dislocations in a Ti alloy
Transmission electron
microscopy

Motion (glide) of dislocations
= shear deformation of the crystal

Dislocation = defect in the atomic
arrangement in a crystal
= line of atoms not fully connected



How to form crystal preferred orientations by deformation
(dislocation creep)

rock (polycrystal) :
interaction with neighbours

within a grain (crystal): 
strain = motion of dislocations on well-defined 

crystal  planes & directions

1

2

3

strain compatibility = rotation of the crystal

Shape change 
is constrained 
by the crystal 
structure� 
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Not always compatible 
with boundary conditions



motion of dislocations on a small number of 
crystal planes & directions (weaker bonds)

= crystal deformation has limited degrees of 
freedom

1

2

3

strain compatibility è rotation of the crystal
Ø development of a crystal preferred orientation

= all crystals tend to a common orientation

Why does dislocation glide produce crystal preferred orientations?



• parameters controlling CPO evolution during deformation by 
dislocation creep

üactive slip systems, which depend on the crystal structure 
and on:

temperature
deviatoric stress (or strain rate)
pressure
water 
melt

ü deformation geometry

ü dynamic recrystallisation

• preservation / destruction of CPO & anisotropy? 

annealing /
static grain 
growth

reactions / crystallization of new  
minerals under static conditions



Dislocation glide is not the sole process producing crystal 
preferred orientations, but it is the most important

Magmatic flow:

Deformation of a 

crystal mush

Oriented crystallization

during reactions & phase 

transformations:

Inheritance of the orientation 

of the parent mineral

hornblende + plg = magma + diopside

(amphibolite 80% hb)

Diffusion creep with

anisotropic diffusivity / 

crystal growth

© B. Ildefonse, Géosciences Montpellier 



ü Strain-induced olivine crystal preferred orientations & 
anisotropy are ubiquitous in the upper 200 km mantle

Geosciences Montpellier

et al., 2003; Kelemen and Dick, 1995; Nicolas, 1986; Quick, 1982; Suhr
et al., 2003; Tommasi et al., 2006). Anisotropic melt distribution con-
trolled by the deformation in the mantle is indicated by the parallelism
between a diffuse compositional layering (plagioclase or clinopyroxene
enrichment) and the foliation observed locally in the Lherz and Lanzo
orogenic massifs (Higgie and Tommasi, 2014; Le Roux et al., 2008), at
the crust–mantle transition zone in the Oman ophiolite (Boudier and
Nicolas, 1995; Higgie and Tommasi, 2012; Jousselin et al., 2012), or in
mylonitic xenoliths fromMorocco (ElMessbahi et al., 2015) andHoggar
(Kourim et al., 2014). These observations support a planar arrangement
of the melt parallel to the shear plane with a periodicity ranging from a
fewmm to tens of cm. However, the analysis of neither the microstruc-
tures nor the chemistry of these rocks constrains the instantaneousmelt
fraction in these systems, which is an essential parameter to constrain
the associated anisotropy (Mainprice, 2007). Finally, melt extraction
by dikesmay also give rise to larger scale (tens ofmeters or larger) com-
positional layering if the regional stress!eld controls diking. A preferred
orientation of melt-!lled dikes has indeed been invoked to explain the
strong rift-parallel seismic anisotropy in shallow lithospheric mantle
and crust beneath the Afars (Hammond et al., 2014).

4. Consequences for the evolution of the lithosphericmantle and for
plate tectonics

4.1. Thermal heterogeneity

Thermal heterogeneity is very effective in producing strength gradi-
ents due to the exponential dependence of the viscoplastic (ductile) de-
formation on temperature. Lateral variations of the geothermal gradient
within plates are therefore a !rst order source of rheological heteroge-
neity, controlling strain localization at the plate tectonics scale. The

most obvious thermo-rheological heterogeneities are cratons, with their
thick and cold lithospheric roots. Already in the early 80s, Molnar and
Tapponnier (1981) proposed that variations in the thermal structure,
controlled by the age of the last orogenic episode affecting the crust,
might explain the heterogeneous strain distribution in Asia in response
to the India collision. This hypothesis was corroborated by numerical
models, which showed that an older and stiffer block embedded in a col-
lision zone, such as the Tarimblock in theHimalayas, remains roughly un-
deformed and produces strain localization around it (England and
Houseman, 1985; Vilotte et al., 1984). Thermal heterogeneity may thus
explain the general structure of continental plates, which are usually
formed by collisional zones of various ages molding a few cratonic
nuclei. A spectacular example of this process is the fossil Meso- and
Neoproterozoic orogenic belts and the active East African rift that wrap
around the Tanzanian craton in eastern Africa (Fig. 12). Another, less
evident effect of large-scale stiff heterogeneities within continental plates
are stress concentrations at their tips,which, in a compressional!eld,may
result in development of transpressional shear zones that propagate sev-
eral hundreds of km into the plate interiors (Tommasi et al., 1995;
Vauchez et al., 1998). Such a model may, for instance, explain the
transpressional deformation (Fig. 13) in the Neoproterozoic Ribeira belt
in southeast Brazil (Vauchez et al., 1994) or in the Great Slave shear
zone in Canada (Hanmer et al., 1992; Hoffman, 1987). Itmay also account
for the development of the Baikal rift in a regional compressive setting,
which follows the southern boundary of the Siberian craton (Lesne
et al., 1997; Petit and Deverchere, 2006).

Soft rheological heterogeneities associated with hotter than average
geothermsmay also localize strain. Dunbar and Sawyer (1988) showed,
for instance, that, in a plate submitted to extension, higher temperatures
in the sub-Moho mantle due to local crustal thickening result in local-
ized thinning of the lithospheric mantle. Extensional basins (aborted

olivine CPO 
database:

>600 samples
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Fig. 11. Olivine crystal preferred orientation (a) patterns and (b) intensities quanti!ed by the J-index for N600 peridotite samples from peridotite massifs and xenoliths from varied
geodynamic environments. Most olivine CPOswere measured at the Geosciences Montpellier EBSD facility. J-indexes were calculated with the texture analysis softwareMTEX (Hielscher
and Schaeben, 2008;Mainprice et al., 2011; http://mtex.googlecode.com) based onorientation distribution functions (ODF) calculatedusing a “de laVallée Poussin” kernelwith a constant
half-width of 10°. (c) Maximum P- and S-wave anisotropies resulting from these olivine CPOs.

24 A. Tommasi, A. Vauchez / Tectonophysics 661 (2015) 11–37

Direct sampling 
mantle peridotites 
(massifs & xenoliths)



Bystricky et al. Science 2003

Low strain: γ = 1 to 3

Fast evolution of CPO

[100]  è shear direction

High strain: γ > 3

Slow evolution of CPO

[100] // shear direction

Torsion experiments: Olivine HT-MP 

• Simple Shear deformation

• evolution CPO = F(strain)



B. Holtzman 2004

May not work for deformation in presence of melt or water : subduction zones
Does not work at high pressure (below 250 km) : change in dominant slip system

Ø ≠ olivine crystal preferred orientations

Simple key to qualitatively "read" seismic anisotropy observations
in the SHALLOW MANTLE

(>250 km):

Fast direction of P & Rayleigh propagation,
polarisation fast S-wave = flow direction
delay time ~  thickness of the anisotropic layer
and orientation of the flow plane >7%<1%

5%

[100]



process is irreversible. Sonication of any of the
bundle, tubular, and even sheet-like assemblies
results in irreversible dispersion of the rods un-
der all conditions studied thus far, including
elevated temperature (80°C, followed by slow
cooling). The rate of sedimentation under these
conditions effectively competes with the assem-
bly process.

This study has introduced the concept of
using polymer segments in nanorod structures
to control their assembly into flat two-dimen-
sional and curved three-dimensional structures.
One can systematically make different architec-
tures by controlling the composition of the rod
structures and the ratio of the blocks of different
materials that compose them. Insight into such
assembly processes not only complements the
work of others with mesoscopic and macro-
scopic assembly schemes (26, 27) but also is
critical to understanding self-organization pro-
cesses in unnatural systems and the exploitation
of these versatile rod-like synthons in the fab-
rication of a new category of metal-polymer
hybrid materials and, perhaps, devices.
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Inferences on Flow at the
Base of Earth’s Mantle

Based on Seismic Anisotropy
Mark Panning* and Barbara Romanowicz

We applied global waveform tomography to model radial anisotropy in the
whole mantle. We found that in the last few hundred kilometers near the
core-mantle boundary, horizontally polarized S-wave velocities (VSH) are, on
average, faster (by !1%) than vertically polarized S-wave velocities (VSV),
suggesting a large-scale predominance of horizontal shear. This confirms
that the D"" region at the base of the mantle is also a mechanical boundary
layer for mantle convection. A notable exception to this average signature
can be found at the base of the two broad low-velocity regions under the
Pacific Ocean and under Africa, often referred to as “superplumes,” where
the anisotropic pattern indicates the onset of vertical flow.

The core-mantle boundary (CMB) repre-
sents a thermal and a chemical boundary
between Earth’s solid silicate mantle and
its liquid iron outer core. The correspond-
ing boundary layer on the mantle side, of-
ten referred to as D"", is thus the site of
complex dynamic processes that may in-
volve thermal and chemical heterogeneity
at various scales [e.g., (1)]. Additionally, it
has been suggested that this layer functions
as a mechanical boundary layer for the
convection of the overlying mantle, leading
to intense deformation. Such deformation
processes can lead to detectable seismic
anisotropy, either through the alignment of
anisotropic crystals in the strain field or
through the fine layering of materials with
contrasting elastic properties (2, 3).

The presence of anisotropy in D"" has
been established in several regions, includ-
ing under the central Pacific Ocean, north-
eastern Asia, Alaska, and Central America,
from the observation of seismic waves dif-
fracting (Sdiff) or reflecting (ScS ) at the
CMB (3–8). The limited areas of sampling,
however, have made interpretation of these
observations difficult. A more global pic-
ture of long-wavelength anisotropic D""
structure would clearly aid interpretation in
terms of dynamic flow modeling as well as
mineral physics.

With this in mind, we have adapted a
global waveform tomography approach (9,
10) to develop a three-dimensional model
of radial anisotropy in the whole mantle,
using a large data set of three-component
time-domain waveforms of surface and
body waves (11). The model is parameter-
ized in terms of isotropic VS and the aniso-
tropic # parameter (# $ V 2

SH /V 2
SV), which

is directly related to radial anisotropy in
S-wave velocity (12). With our data set and
our broadband sensitivity kernels (9),
which allow us to use both reflected and
diffracted waves in D"" (fig. S1), we have
enough coverage to invert for radially
anisotropic structure in the whole mantle,
as shown by resolution tests (13).

Our final model includes anisotropic S-
wave velocity structure throughout the
mantle. Two regions of strong “degree 0”
radial anisotropy stand out in our model:
the uppermost mantle and D"" (Fig. 1). In
both regions, on average, VSH is faster than
VSV. This can be interpreted, at least for the

Berkeley Seismological Laboratory, 215 McCone Hall,
University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA.

*To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-
mail: mpanning@seismo.berkeley.edu

Fig. 1. Degree 0 model for # as a function of
depth (solid line). The values for PREM (17) are
shown by the dashed line. For reference, the
660-km discontinuity in the transition zone
between the upper and lower mantle is shown
(dotted line). Note the strong increase at the
base of the mantle, similar but smaller in am-
plitude to that seen in the uppermost mantle.

R E P O R T S

www.sciencemag.org SCIENCE VOL 303 16 JANUARY 2004 351

VSH>VSV

The upper 200-250 km of the 
Earth is highly anisotropic

Clear anisotropy also in D’’

Crust
Open fractures, melt, compositional
layering…
CPO of micas, amphibole

Upper mantle
CPO of olivine
Aligned melt pockets (asthenosphere)

CPO of postperovskite & ferropericlase
+ layering?

Elsewhere in the mantle?
ü main rock-forming minerals less 

anisotropic (cubic): ringwoodite 
or do not deform by dislocation 
creep: wadsleyite, bridgemanite

ξ =VSH
2 /VSV

2

Global 1D radial anisotropy

Effect of pressure on olivine
dislocation creep or diffusion 
creep



Seismic anisotropy in D”: observations

Panning & Romanowicz 2004

process is irreversible. Sonication of any of the
bundle, tubular, and even sheet-like assemblies
results in irreversible dispersion of the rods un-
der all conditions studied thus far, including
elevated temperature (80°C, followed by slow
cooling). The rate of sedimentation under these
conditions effectively competes with the assem-
bly process.

This study has introduced the concept of
using polymer segments in nanorod structures
to control their assembly into flat two-dimen-
sional and curved three-dimensional structures.
One can systematically make different architec-
tures by controlling the composition of the rod
structures and the ratio of the blocks of different
materials that compose them. Insight into such
assembly processes not only complements the
work of others with mesoscopic and macro-
scopic assembly schemes (26, 27) but also is
critical to understanding self-organization pro-
cesses in unnatural systems and the exploitation
of these versatile rod-like synthons in the fab-
rication of a new category of metal-polymer
hybrid materials and, perhaps, devices.
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Inferences on Flow at the
Base of Earth’s Mantle

Based on Seismic Anisotropy
Mark Panning* and Barbara Romanowicz

We applied global waveform tomography to model radial anisotropy in the
whole mantle. We found that in the last few hundred kilometers near the
core-mantle boundary, horizontally polarized S-wave velocities (VSH) are, on
average, faster (by !1%) than vertically polarized S-wave velocities (VSV),
suggesting a large-scale predominance of horizontal shear. This confirms
that the D"" region at the base of the mantle is also a mechanical boundary
layer for mantle convection. A notable exception to this average signature
can be found at the base of the two broad low-velocity regions under the
Pacific Ocean and under Africa, often referred to as “superplumes,” where
the anisotropic pattern indicates the onset of vertical flow.

The core-mantle boundary (CMB) repre-
sents a thermal and a chemical boundary
between Earth’s solid silicate mantle and
its liquid iron outer core. The correspond-
ing boundary layer on the mantle side, of-
ten referred to as D"", is thus the site of
complex dynamic processes that may in-
volve thermal and chemical heterogeneity
at various scales [e.g., (1)]. Additionally, it
has been suggested that this layer functions
as a mechanical boundary layer for the
convection of the overlying mantle, leading
to intense deformation. Such deformation
processes can lead to detectable seismic
anisotropy, either through the alignment of
anisotropic crystals in the strain field or
through the fine layering of materials with
contrasting elastic properties (2, 3).

The presence of anisotropy in D"" has
been established in several regions, includ-
ing under the central Pacific Ocean, north-
eastern Asia, Alaska, and Central America,
from the observation of seismic waves dif-
fracting (Sdiff) or reflecting (ScS ) at the
CMB (3–8). The limited areas of sampling,
however, have made interpretation of these
observations difficult. A more global pic-
ture of long-wavelength anisotropic D""
structure would clearly aid interpretation in
terms of dynamic flow modeling as well as
mineral physics.

With this in mind, we have adapted a
global waveform tomography approach (9,
10) to develop a three-dimensional model
of radial anisotropy in the whole mantle,
using a large data set of three-component
time-domain waveforms of surface and
body waves (11). The model is parameter-
ized in terms of isotropic VS and the aniso-
tropic # parameter (# $ V 2

SH /V 2
SV), which

is directly related to radial anisotropy in
S-wave velocity (12). With our data set and
our broadband sensitivity kernels (9),
which allow us to use both reflected and
diffracted waves in D"" (fig. S1), we have
enough coverage to invert for radially
anisotropic structure in the whole mantle,
as shown by resolution tests (13).

Our final model includes anisotropic S-
wave velocity structure throughout the
mantle. Two regions of strong “degree 0”
radial anisotropy stand out in our model:
the uppermost mantle and D"" (Fig. 1). In
both regions, on average, VSH is faster than
VSV. This can be interpreted, at least for the

Berkeley Seismological Laboratory, 215 McCone Hall,
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Fig. 1. Degree 0 model for # as a function of
depth (solid line). The values for PREM (17) are
shown by the dashed line. For reference, the
660-km discontinuity in the transition zone
between the upper and lower mantle is shown
(dotted line). Note the strong increase at the
base of the mantle, similar but smaller in am-
plitude to that seen in the uppermost mantle.
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We measure anisotropy in D0 using differential splitting in S and ScS
(respectively direct and reflected from the core–mantle boundary)
phases using an approach described by refs 10 and 11. Both phases
travel through the same region of the upper mantle, but only ScS
samples D0 (Fig. 1a). Given that the majority of the lower mantle is
relatively isotropic12, by removing the splitting introduced in the upper
mantle we can measure the splitting that occurs only in D0 (see
Supplementary Information). Earthquakes in South and Central
America, Hawaii, the East Pacific Rise and the Mid-Atlantic Ridge,
detected at North American stations, provide a dense coverage of
crossing rays that traverse D0 beneath southern North America and
the Caribbean (Fig. 1b). Three distinct regions are covered (Fig. 2),
each sampled along two distinct azimuths. The Caribbean (region ‘S’)
has previously been well studied1,4,8, but the northeast (‘E’) and southwest
(‘W’) USA have not.

Stacked results along each azimuth in the three regions give splitting
parameters shown in Fig. 2 and listed in Supplementary Table 3. We
discuss results in terms of the delay time (dt) and ray frame fast orienta-
tion (Q9; Fig. 1c). The primary observation is that D0 everywhere shows
anisotropy of between 0.8% and 1.5% (assuming a uniform 250-km-
thick D0 layer). Along south–north (region ‘S’) and southeast–northwest
(region ‘E’) ray paths, from deep South American events (approximately
200 measurements), dt 5 (1.45 6 0.55) s, implying shear wave aniso-
tropy of about 0.8%. Fast orientations are approximately parallel to
the core–mantle boundary (Q9 < 90u). This agrees with previous studies
made along similar azimuths4,7–9, including the presence of some small
variation in Q9 of up to 615u (refs 4 and 8). Such variations could be
approximated as vertical transverse isotropy over the region. Detailed
results are shown in Supplementary Figs 1 and 11. Notably, however,
oblique to the approximately south–north raypaths in the Caribbean,
fast directions are at least 40u away from parallel to the core–mantle
boundary (region ‘S’: dt 5 1.68 s, Q9 < 242u; region ‘E’: dt 5 1.28 s,
Q9 < 45u). In region ‘W’, both azimuths show Q9 about 10u–15u from
the horizontal in D0, with dt < 1.2 s. Hence, nowhere are our measure-
ments compatible with vertical transverse isotropy, because we do not
find Q9 5 690u within error in both directions for any region.

A likely mechanism for the production of anisotropy in D0 is the
lattice-preferred orientation (LPO) of anisotropic mineral phases present
above the core–mantle boundary such as (Mg,Fe)O, MgSiO3-perovskite
and MgSiO3-ppv. These may give rise to kinds of anisotropy more
complicated than tilted transverse isotropy with lower symmetries,
which are compatible with our two-azimuth measurements. We investi-
gate the possibility of LPO in ppv leading to the observed anisotropy
rather than other phases because of its probable abundance in seismically
fast regions of the lowermost mantle beneath North America and its
relatively large anisotropy. (Mg,Fe)O and perovskite seem poor candi-
dates for D0 anisotropy because (Mg,Fe)O is equally abundant in the
lower mantle above D0, which appears to be relatively isotropic12, and
perovskite is the dominant phase there. Although (Mg,Fe)O may be
strongly anisotropic and mechanically weaker than ppv13–15, and
therefore might take up more deformation and align more fully, ppv
is also highly anisotropic and is the most abundant phase, meaning a
lower degree of alignment of ppv can produce just as much anisotropy
as more alignment of (Mg,Fe)O. Therefore LPO in ppv is our preferred
mineralogical mechanism.

Different candidate mechanisms for LPO development in ppv from
deformation by dislocation creep have been proposed: slip systems of
[!110](110) (refs 16–18) and [100](010) (refs 19–21) have been inferred
from experimental and theoretical methods. Recent experimental
work22 has also suggested that the [100](001) system may be plausible,
which is appealing because it appears to best-match the first-order
anisotropic signature of the lowermost mantle23–26.

Our results can differentiate between these candidate mechanisms if
we assume that most of the measured anisotropy in D0 is a result of
deformation-induced LPO in ppv, and we have an accurate estimate of
the mantle flow where we measure anisotropy. At present, such models
of mantle deformation are in their infancy, but we can nonetheless
make inferences from broad-scale trends in subduction and global VS
models. We calculate the orientations of the shear planes and slip
directions that are compatible with our measurements for the three
slip systems in ppv. Aggregate elastic constants for the [!110](110) and
[001](010) systems are taken from deformation experiments17,20; we
use single-crystal elastic constants from first-principles calcula-
tions23,25 for the [100](001) system. These planes and directions are
plotted in Fig. 3. We also produce the shear planes predicted for cases
of perovskite and MgO (Supplementary Fig. 11).

At present, there is some disagreement in detail between different ab
initio elastic constants for ppv23,27. We use those of ref. 23 for consistency
with experimental studies. Another source of uncertainty may be the
extrapolation of results of deformation experiments16,17,20,22 to lowermost
mantle conditions.

To guide our interpretation of the results, we can appeal to the
broadly analogous situation of finite strain and olivine LPO associated
with passive upwelling beneath a mid-ocean ridge. Models indicate
that, near the centre of the upwelling, directions of maximum finite
extension dip away from the centre, and become more horizontal with
distance from the ridge28. Corresponding features beneath downwel-
lings are found in convection models of the lower mantle—inclined
deformation dipping towards the downwelling centre29. Regions ‘E’
and ‘S’ are either side of the apparent centre of the downwelling
Farallon slab6,30 (Figs 2, 3), which strikes roughly northwest–southeast,
so we postulate northeast–southwest slip directions on inclined shear
planes with an opposite sense of dip (that is, dipping southwest for
region ‘E’, northeast for region ‘S’). Further away from the downwel-
ling, in region ‘W’, more horizontal flow is expected and hence a
horizontal shear plane with northeast–southwest slip directions.

All three considered slip systems have orientations that can explain
the data, but the predictions of the [100](001) slip system (Fig. 3) best-
match the above criteria. The [!110](110) system is arguably the least
plausible, because it requires complex flow further from the downwel-
ling (region ‘W’) where a simpler horizontal flow pattern is expected.
We cannot yet completely rule out the [100](010) system; more
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Figure 2 | Multi-azimuth stacked shear wave splitting results in each region.
Shown are individual D0 ray paths of ScS phases used in stacks (thin grey lines);
representative mean ray paths in D0 of stacked measurements (thick black lines,
arrows indicate direction of travel); plots of splitting parameters for each stack
at the start of the path (white circles with black bars, angle indicates Q9, length
indicates dt). The colour shading beneath is the variation of VS at 2,750 km
depth (about 150 km above the core–mantle boundary) in the S20RTS model30

compared to the Preliminary Reference Earth Model (PREM). The thick red
line X–X9 is the cross-section shown in Fig. 3a. The shaded region shows the
approximate strike of the Farallon plate predicted at 2,500 km (ref. 6). The three
study regions (‘W’, ‘S’ and ‘E’) are indicated by circled areas. Supplementary
Fig. 2 shows the approximate finite-frequency zone of sensitivity for ScS in D0.
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upper mantle, as indicating the presence of
strong horizontal shear, consistent with
previous work (14–17 ). The isotropic part
of the model (Fig. 2, A and B) is consistent
with earlier tomographic models of shear
velocity in this depth range (10, 18, 19) and
is characterized by a strong degree 2 com-
ponent representing a fast ring surrounding
two low-velocity features (often called su-
perplumes) centered beneath the central Pa-
cific Ocean and Africa. The strong degree 0
component in ! [" ln(!) # 0] dominates the
map in D$$ (Fig. 2, C and D). The regions
that differ most strongly from this average
structure correlate well with the locations
of the two superplumes, with reduced val-
ues of " ln(!) under the central Pacific
Ocean, Africa, and the south Atlantic
Ocean, including patches with negative val-
ues (VSV # VSH). Another two large patches
of reduced " ln(!) are seen just west of
North America and under central Eurasia.
These patches also are related to slow iso-
tropic velocities, although these regions of
depressed velocities are much smaller than
the two superplumes.

Although the finer scale features of our
model may not be resolvable, and although
observations in regions with high gradients
will display some differences due to the
long-wavelength parameterization of our
model (20), the long-wavelength anisotro-
pic features imaged in our model generally
agree with more localized studies of D$$

anisotropy (Fig. 2C). Specifically, earlier
studies imaged areas with positive " ln(!)
beneath Central America and Alaska (5, 8)
as well as northeastern Asia (7 ). The cen-
tral Pacific regional results are more vari-
able, with some areas showing negative "
ln(!) (3, 5, 8).

The dominant VSH # VSV found as one
approaches the CMB suggests that the
anisotropy observed in D$$ is related to the
dominant horizontal flow in a mechanical
boundary layer, analogous to the larger sig-
nal observed in the uppermost 200 km of
the mantle and factored into the construc-
tion of the Preliminary Reference Earth
Model (PREM) (17 ). As one approaches
regions of upwelling, the direction of flow
changes and results in a different signature
of anisotropy, as manifested in our study
under the central Pacific and Africa. An-
isotropy in these regions bordering the
large-scale upwellings may be much more
complex and include tilting of the axis of
symmetry, which we assume to be vertical in
our modeling. This would result in azimuthal
anisotropy, which we do not attempt to model
here.

Whether the globally observed aniso-
tropy is due to lattice-preferred orienta-
tion (LPO) (2, 21) or the alignment of
materials with differing elastic properties
through shape-preferred orientation (SPO)
(3) must await direct measurements of how
lowermost mantle materials will develop

LPO anisotropy at the corresponding tem-
perature and pressure conditions. Argu-
ments for weak anisotropy in perovskite
[(Mg,Fe)SiO3] and strong positive ! in
periclase (MgO) (2) as well as for negative !
in both perovskite and periclase (22) have
been advanced with the use of theoretical
methods. Some studies have shown that high
strain in subducting slabs approaching the
CMB might be able to sustain conditions
necessary for producing LPO structure across
broad regions of D$$ (21). This model also
shows that although the major axes of the
strain ellipses are horizontal under the down-
going slabs, the material can be rotated to
vertical as it approaches upwellings, possi-
bly explaining the observed change in an-
isotropy below the superplumes in our model.
Different SPO hypotheses have been ad-
vanced as well, mostly relating to horizontal
layering or inclusion of variously shaped
pockets of contrasting material. Candidates
for the differing elastic properties include
reaction products from core-mantle interac-
tion (23) and melted former basalt in a slab
graveyard (3, 5). In general, these SPO mod-
els lead to positive !, although if there is
tilting of the pockets of differing material
under deformation, considerable azimuthal
variation in velocities could be observed
(2).

Whatever the cause, our results clearly
show that the dynamics of D$$ correspond
with what would be expected in a boundary

Fig. 2. Distribution of " ln(VS) (A and B) and " ln(!) (C and D) at a depth
of 2800 km. Maps are shown centered under the Pacific (A and C) and
Africa (B and D). Also shown in C are the regions of D$$ sampled by
previous regional studies. Dotted areas indicate observations of VSH #
VSV; the box in the central Pacific denotes a region with highly variable

observations including VSV # VSH [adapted from (5)]. The shift of the
zone of " ln(!) # 0 to the east of Central America in our model may be
a result of the long-wavelength parameterization in our model. However,
recent studies have documented that D$$ in Central America is the site of
strong lateral gradients of structure (26), so this transition may be real.
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north, the measured fast directions are remarkably uniform (~50°–
60°) but there is more variation in delay times (~1.0–2.1 s). If the
anisotropy is con!ned to the D! layer, and a path length through D! of
~350–400 km is assumed, an intrinsic anisotropy of about 1–3% is
needed to generate the observed splitting.

Because the raypaths of the anomalously split SKKS phases deviate
signi!cantly from the vertical in the D! layer (Fig.1), the SKKS splitting
measurements plotted in Fig. 7 (and the inferred geometry of the
anisotropy)must be considered in a 3-D reference frame in order to be
properly interpreted. A sketch of the raypath and fast splitting
direction geometry relative to the CMB is shown in Fig. 8. The fast
splitting vector is contained in the plane perpendicular to the ray
propagation direction, which for the SKKS paths considered here
(backazimuths between 270° and 290°) dips roughly to the east. This
fast splitting direction is not consistent with the simple VTI geometry
that is often inferred in studies of D! anisotropy and instead requires a
more complex geometry that includes azimuthal variations in the
horizontal plane (that is, azimuthal anisotropy). Further interpreta-
tion of the fast splitting vector depends on the elastic properties of the
anisotropic medium, as discussed below.

5. Discussion

The anomalous SKKS splitting appears to delineate a region of fairly
uniformazimuthal anisotropy in theD! layer beneath the eastern Paci!c;
this region coincides geographically with a gradient in isotropic S
wavespeed structure at the base of themantle (e.g., Houser et al., 2008),
as shown in Fig. 7. In general, the corresponding SKS phases from the
anomalous SKS–SKKS pairs do not exhibit splitting that canbe attributed
toD! anisotropy,withone exception: for the anomalouspairmeasured at
station PHL, both the SKS and SKKS phases are anomalously split. These
observations could be explained either by a region of anomalous D!
anisotropy sampled by SKKS phases but not by corresponding SKS
phases, or by a homogenous anisotropic geometry that would produce
signi!cant splitting at the propagation directions associated with SKKS
but not with SKS. Because the anomalous SKS phase observed at station
PHL also samples the region of inferred anisotropy (Fig. 7), the former
scenario seems more likely. I therefore infer that the anomalous
observation of both SKS and SKKS splitting for a single event at station
PHL is due to the raypath geometry: the SKS phase in question samples
theD! layer further to thewest than thediscrepant SKS–SKKSpairs in the
data set (Fig. 7) and unlike many other SKS phases in the data set, it also
samples the inferred region of anomalous D! anisotropy.

One possible explanation for a localized region of complex
anisotropic structure beneath the eastern Paci!c is that it is associated
with the impingement of downgoing slab materials upon the CMB.

There is ample evidence from global tomographic models for a high-
velocity anomaly beneath North America that may be associated with
a downgoing slab (e.g., Houser et al., 2008), and the boundary of this
anomaly in the lowermost mantle coincides geographically with the
inferred region of anomalous anisotropy, as shown in Fig. 7. Numerical
models of a downgoing slab in the lowermost mantle by McNamara
et al. (2002) predict large-scale regions of signi!cant shear deforma-
tion near the CMB for a downgoing slab model. In these models, a
downgoing slab results in a broad region of high-stress deformation in
the dislocation creep regime; at the edges of this region, deformation
is particularly strong and there are sharp gradients in the deformation
geometry. One plausiblemodel for the observed azimuthal anisotropy,
therefore, is that it is associatedwith strong deformation at the edge of
a region of D! affected by the long-lived subduction of the Farallon
plate beneath North America (Lithgow-Bertelloni and Richards, 1998).
The observed SKKS fast directions (45°–65°) are roughly perpendi-
cular to the edge of the continental margin; this suggests that the
geometry of the anisotropy may be controlled by the geometry of the
Farallon subduction zone.

The region of particularly strong deformationwith sharp gradients
in deformation geometry suggested by the McNamara et al. (2002)
model could result in azimuthal anisotropy if fabric is generated by
either the shape preferred orientation (SPO) of elastically distinct
material or by the lattice preferred orientation (LPO) of lowermost
mantle minerals that have been deformed by dislocation creep (e.g.,
Kendall and Silver, 1998; Karato,1998;Wenk et al., 2006). The effect of
D! anisotropy on SK(K)S phases was studied in detail by Hall et al.
(2004) and they found that the only SPO-type models that are
ef!cient at generating signi!cant SK(K)S splitting are those that
include vertically oriented sheets of melt. While this mechanism
cannot be ruled out for this data set, it seems unlikely that there is
signi!cant partial melt here, as this region of D! is not associated with
ultra-low velocity zones (ULVZs) that may indicate the presence of
partial melt (e.g., Kendall and Silver, 1998). Further studies on the
possible presence of partial melt in this region should provide
additional evidence for or against an SPO-type model.

An LPO mechanism could generate azimuthal anisotropy in D!
(e.g., Yamakazi and Karato, 2007), with a possible contribution from
perovskite/post-perovskite, (Mg,Fe)O, or both. Initial studies of LPO
development in post-perovskite (Yamazaki et al., 2006; Merkel et al.,
2007) have had some dif!culty reconciling laboratory results with
seismological observations, due in part to uncertainty in the single-
crystal elastic constants at D! conditions (for an overview, seeWookey
and Kendall, 2007). (Mg,Fe)O would likely make a signi!cant
contribution to LPO-type anisotropy even though it represents ~25%
of the lower mantle by volume, as MgO has an intrinsic shear wave
anisotropy of nearly 50% at lowermost mantle pressures (Karki et al.,
1997). Even in a (post)-perovskite–(Mg,Fe)O mixture, (Mg,Fe)O may
dominate the anisotropic signature (e.g., Yamazaki and Karato, 2002,
2007; Yoshino and Yamazaki, 2007), particularly since deformation
may be partitioned into (Mg,Fe)O as the weaker phase.

Long et al. (2006) predicted shear wave splitting in D! from
experimentally determined (Mg,Fe)O LPO patterns and found that the
amount of splitting is strongly dependent on both the propagation
direction of the phase of interest and on the geometry of deformation
at the CMB. At large epicentral distances (!=108°–120°), the
propagation directions of SK(K)S phases in D! deviate signi!cantly
from the vertical and signi!cant splitting of SK(K)S waves is generally
consistent with the LPO patterns found by Long et al. (2006). A
contribution to SK(K)S splitting from (Mg,Fe)O is even more likely if
the shear plane is tilted even slightly (~10°–15°) from the horizontal.
The observed delay times could be explained by the LPO of lowermost
mantle phases, dominated by ferropericlase; Long et al. (2006)
predicted maximum shear wave anisotropy of up to 11% in a pure
(Mg,Fe)O assemblage, so 1–3% anisotropy for an (Mg,Fe)O–(post)-
perovskite lower mantle assemblagewould be reasonable. Despite the

Fig. 8. A sketch of the raypath geometry above the CMB and the geometry of the fast
splitting direction in the D! layer inferred from the anomalous SKKS splitting
measurements presented in this study. For simplicity, the example shown is for a
backazimuth of 270° — for anomalous SKS–SKKS pairs in the data set, backazimuths
range from ~271° to 294°. The thick black line with the white circle at its center denotes
the fast splitting vector, which is contained in the plane normal to the raypath.
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by a single region of anisotropy, perhaps in the upper mantle, if the
initial polarizations were different, as the effect of anisotropy depends
on the incoming polarization. However, since the initial polarizations for
the SK(K)S waves under study were measured and found to be
controlled by the P-to-S conversion at the core–mantle boundary
(CMB), this scenario can be discarded.

Could the observed discrepancies be due to anisotropic structure in
the upper mantle, perhaps due to a dipping symmetry axis or multiple
layers of anisotropy? This scenario is extremely unlikely, for several
reasons. Because no incoming polarization anomalies were detected
in the SK(K)S waves under study, splitting discrepancies due to upper
mantle anisotropy would have to arise due to the difference in
propagation directions between the two types of waves. In the upper
mantle, however, these differences in propagation direction are
extremely slight (less than ~5°) and unreasonably high intrinsic
anisotropy would be needed to generate splitting discrepancies of up
to 3 s for such small differences in propagation direction. A second line
of argument against an upper mantle source for the discrepancies
comes from previous work on the magnitude of splitting due to upper
mantle anisotropy (inferred from SKS splitting measured for a variety
of different backazimuths). SKS splitting for a subset of the NARS-Baja
stations was previously studied by Obrebski et al. (2006) and by Long
(in prep.), who looked at the frequency dependence of SKS splitting.
Both of these studies found that SKS delay times, presumably due to
upper mantle anisotropy, are relatively small; for the stations at which
SKS–SKKS splitting discrepancies were identi!ed, Obrebski et al.
(2006) generally found delay times of less than ~1 s, while Long (in
prep.) found that stations NE75, NE80, and NE83 all exhibited null SKS
splitting at a variety of backazimuths at periods greater than 8–10 s.
California stations with small SKS delay times (Polet and Kanamori,
2002) were also preferentially selected to minimize the contribution
from upper mantle anisotropy. These previous studies and the large
number of well-resolved null SKS measurements from a variety of
backazimuths found in this study (Supplementary Table S1) all
suggest that for most stations examined here and for the low
frequency part of the waveforms (periods greater than 8–10 s) there
is usually little or no contribution to SK(K)S phases from uppermantle
anisotropy.

The region most likely to cause the observed discrepancies,
therefore, is the deepest mantle, as this is the least similar portion

of the SKS/SKKS path (inset, Fig. 1). A Fresnel zone argument (Alsina
and Snieder, 1995) would indicate that for SK(K)S phases with
characteristic periods of ~10 s, the regions of sensitivity should
overlap signi!cantly in the transition zone and in the upper portions
of the lower mantle. (As discussed in Section 5, however, the small-
scale lateral heterogeneity in anisotropic structure required by the
data set somewhat weakens any argument based on !nite-frequency
wave propagation effects, such as the Fresnel zone argument invoked
here.) Because there is considerable seismological evidence for
anisotropy in the D! layer, and because there is laboratory and
seismological evidence that the bulk of the lowermantle is seismically
isotropic (Meade et al., 1995), my preferred interpretation of the
anomalous SKKS splitting described here is that it is due to azimuthal
anisotropy (that is, anisotropic structure with azimuthal velocity
variations in the horizontal plane) in D! (see also Restivo and
Helffrich, 2006;Wang andWen, 2007). However, a contribution to the
observed splitting from elsewhere in the lower mantle on the receiver
side cannot be completely ruled out.

Proceeding with this line of reasoning, the D! paths for SKS and
SKKS for all pairs in the data set are plotted in Fig. 6, with the
anomalous pairs highlighted. The anomalous SKKS splitting appears to
delineate a region beneath the eastern Paci!c that roughly parallels
the west coast of North America. The unusual SKKS splitting behavior
is not observed uniformly in this region; similar small-scale variations
in D! splitting have also been observed for horizontally propagating
phases (e.g., Garnero et al., 2004). In contrast to the region of
anomalous SKKS splitting beneath the eastern Paci!c, shear arrivals
that sample the D! region beneath North America show no indication
of a contribution from D! anisotropy (Fig. 6). These results are broadly
consistent with !ndings by Niu and Perez (2004) and Restivo and
Helffrich (2006) that identi!ed SKS–SKKS discrepancies in the lower
mantle to the west of the North American coast.

The inferred orientation and strength of D!-associated splitting is
shown in Fig. 7, where SKKS splitting parameters for the 15 anomalous
pairs are plotted at the midpoint of the SKKS path through D!, along
with the anomalous SKS splitting observed at station PHL. For the two
pairs measured at station NE71, SKKS splitting has been corrected to
account for the non-null SKS splitting (inferred to represent upper
mantle anisotropy) by subtracting the SKS delay time from that of
SKKS (given the similar fast directions, this simple subtraction is
valid). In the southern part of the region of inferred anomalous
anisotropy, SKKS phases exhibit the largest delay times (up to 3.1 s)
but also exhibit the largest scatter in fast directions. Further to the

Fig. 6. A map view of D! paths for all SKS–SKKS pairs in the data set, with anomalous
pairs highlighted in color.

Fig. 7. Shear wave splitting parameters for anomalous SKKS phases are plotted at the
midpoint of their D! paths; the corresponding SKS paths are also shown. The anomalous
SKS measurement at station PHL is also plotted at the midpoint of the SKS path and is
marked with a red dot. The colors indicate isotropic S wavespeeds at the base of the
mantle from the model of Houser et al. (2008) as a % deviation from the reference
model. The splitting measurements are plotted in the geographical reference frame
associated with the receiver; as shown in Fig. 8, however, the geometry of the raypath
and fast splitting direction should be considered in a 3-D framework.
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Discrepancy in SKS - SKKS splitting

with a slowness value and travel time between P and PcP. Inspecting
the PcP and PdP waveforms and polarities, we !nd that in each case
the PdP polarities are the same as the PcP polarities, i.e., differing from
the observation in the Caribbean region. In the case of 17 Dec 1991,
the P waveform is a two-lobed wavelet whereas the PcP and PdP
wavelets are three-lobed. We also analyse the S-waves and polarities
of SdS and ScS and !nd that the polarities of SdS are the same as the
CMB re"ection and the direct S-wave (Fig. 2d).

For the orthogonal path from the Hindu Kush to Canada the PdP
polarity indicates a positive P-wave contrast across the D! re"ector
(Fig. 3a). Due to the larger epicentral distance of this source–receiver
combination (78°) the slowness values of P, PdP and PcP are not
separated as much as for the perpendicular direction from the Kuriles

to Germany. In addition, large multiples can be seen with P-slowness.
Nevertheless the PdP waveform is the same as the PcP waveform. To
verify the waveform for the North–South path, we re-analyse the data
from Thomas et al. (2002) in terms of the polarities of the waves. The
presence of a re"ector was established using frequency–wavenumber
analysis for the station INK by Thomas et al. (2002) even though the
slowness resolution is poor for the source array vespagram. The data
have been cross-correlated with the P-wavelet to account for differing
source mechanisms (see Thomas et al., 2002). In the vespagram the
polarity of the PdP wave is again the same as for the PcP wave.

In summary, we !nd that the polarity of S-wave re"ectors at the
top of D! are always positive (i.e., SdS has the same polarity as ScS) in
both regions, while the P-wave re"ector is more complicated: under
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Polarity reversals 
in D” reflections

Thomas et al. 2011



What do we need for using these data to “map” deformation in D”?

1. Knowledge on the constitutive minerals deformation:
at the crystal scale : which deformation mechanisms?
at the rock scale : crystal preferred orientation as a function of strain

2. Knowledge on the minerals’ seismic properties at high T & P

3. Calculation of the resulting seismic anisotropy

Ø Forward models of deformation and seismic anisotropy

4. Finite-frequency modelling of wave propagation in an anisotropic Earth 



How does PPV deform?
1. Atomic-scale modeling of dislocations structure & glide at 0 K, 120GPa 

Models & Methods                                                                                                   Chapter 2 
 
 

55 

 

Fig. 2.11. (a) Right panel: post-perovskite atomic array containing a  quadrupole of 
[100] screw dislocations. Left panel: schematic illustration of a quadrupole and reduced 
dipole of screw dislocations in a fully periodic cell. (b) "Slab" geometry of simulation 
cells employed for modeling edge and extended screw dislocations in this work.. 

  

Peierls stress ~ critical resolved 
shear stress for dislocation glide

Burgers vector [100]                                                                                                 Chapter 4 
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(Fig. 4.6a–c; Table 4.1) which is almost three times larger than for the [100] screw 

dislocations. 

 

 

4.2 Anisotropic lattice friction: Peierls stress calculations 

4.2.1 Glide of screw dislocations 

Glide of the [100] screw dislocations is investigated relying on the pairwise potential 

modeling and triggered by applying a simple shear εxy in order to increase stress in a glide 

plane of interest normal to z axis (see Chapter 2, section 2.3.3). When stress reaches a 

critical value, i.e., the Peierls stress value σp , the straight dislocations start gliding. 

Monitoring the system stress field and the disregistry function of the dislocation allows 

determining the Peierls stress value (Fig. 4.7a). Motion of all dislocations within the 

quadrupole system is observed to start simultaneously. Dislocations with opposite Burgers 

vectors move toward each other and eventually annihilate. Lattice friction (described by 

σp ) displays a highly anisotropic behavior: Peierls stresses are 1 GPa and 17.5 GPa for 

glide in (010) and (001), respectively. The observed zigzag path of the [100](010) gliding 

(Fig. 4.8) explicitly  

 

Fig. 4.7. Evolution of the σxy, σxz and σyz stress components (a) while applying a simple 
shear εxy to an orthorhombic cell in order to trigger [100] screw dislocation glide in (010); 
and (b) to a monoclinic supercell in order to activate [100](011) system. For the 
monoclinic configuration (b), the resolved stress on (010) is shown with the dashed line. 

 
A. Goryaeva, PhD 2016, Goryaeva et al. PCM 2015a,b, 2017

Alexandra Goryaeva
Philippe Carrez
Patrick Cordier



How does PPV deform?

Ø Atomic-scale modeling of dislocations glide at D” temperatures, 
pressures & strain rates SUMMARY 

System Edge  σp  (GPa) Screw  σp  (GPa) 

[100](010) < 0.1 1 

[100](011) ~0.12 > 11 

[100](001) ~0.1 17.5 

[001](010) 2 3  

½<110>{110} 2.8  0.7 

Anisotropic Lattice Friction of PPV 

→ twinning 
 
 
 
 

<110>{110} twin growth 
NEW!

A. Goryaeva, PhD 2016, Goryaeva et al. PCM 2015a,b, 2017

@ 0 K & 120 GPa



How does PPV deform? Twinning

Chapter 6                                                                                                         ½[110] Defects  
 
 

120 

Table 6.1 

Essential characteristics of ½<110>{110} deformation twinning in MgSiO3 post-
perovskite derived from the performed atomic scale modeling 

 Pairwise Potential DFT (GGA) 

bp =   
  ⁄ [110], Å 1.417 1.413 

μ, GPa 247 312 

s  0.588 0.597 

γus, J/m2 0.82 1.23 

γisf, J/m2 0.10 0.69 

γut, J/m2 0.98 1.95 

2γtsf, J/m2 0.36 0.86 

γTM, J/m2 0.62 1.09 

ζ, Å 3.2 3.2 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.8. Formation of ½<110>{110} twinning in MgSiO3 post-perovskite from the performed 
atomic-scale modeling. Each atomic configuration corresponds to the energy minimum on GPFE 
energy landscape presented on Fig. 6.7. 
 

barrier γus and the first layer intrinsic stacking fault energy γisf  reproduce the corresponding 

portion of the γ-line provided on the Fig. 6.6a. Nucleation of the second, third and 

subsequent    ⁄ [110] dislocations creates two-, three- and further N-layer stacking faults. 

The energy barrier opposed to appearance of each N-layer fault (N > 1) and twice the 

<110>{110} twinning: rotation by 34.5° around [001]
Abrupt change of orientation = effect on texture evolution

Ø Accommodates strains // [100] & [010]

Observed by TEM 
in CaIrO3 PPV
(Miyajima et al. 2010;

Niwa et al. 2012)



How does PPV & MgO deform under D” conditions?
Atomic-scale modeling of dislocation glide @ high T (≥2000K)

high P (120GPa) 
low strain rates (10-16 s-1)

Cordier et al. Nature 2012 , Goryaeva – PhD 2016; Goryaeva et al. Science Reports 2016; Goryaeva et al. PCM 2017 

What about Temperature? 

System Edge σp  (GPa) Screw σp  (GPa) 

[100](010) < 0.1 1 

[100](011) ~0.12 > 11 

[100](001) ~0.1 17.5 

[001](010) 2 3  

½<110>{110} 2.8  0.7 

→ Ta  ~500 K 
 
 
 
 
 

→ Ta  ~1900 K 
 
 
 
 

→ twinning 
 
 
 
 

Anisotropic Lattice Friction of PPV 

www.nature.com/scientificreports/
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rates of 10!5 s!1 and dislocation density of 1012 m!2), we !nd that lattice friction vanishes if the temperature is 
raised above 1,100 K.

More importantly, as demonstrated recently for bridgmanite17, the previous equation can be used in Earth 
mantle conditions by adjusting the scaling factor of Ta to strain rates characteristic for convection in the Earth’s 
mantle. Assuming a typical value of 10!16 s!1, the corresponding temperature evolution for the critical stress for 
the glide of [100] dislocations is as shown in Fig."5.

Implications. Our results on dislocation glide in Mg-ppv, including certain unexpected results, shed new 
light on the rheology of high-pressure mantle phases. Indeed, all recent studies, either experimental or theoret-
ical, of wadsleyite14,40–42, ringwoodite15,43,44, periclase16,45 and bridgmanite17,46 consistently show that pressure in 
the transition zone and lower mantle range leads to a signi!cant increase of lattice friction, which inhibits dislo-
cation glide as a strain-producing mechanism. In particular, these results have important implications regarding 
the (non-)formation of seismic anisotropy from the deformation of the above-mentioned phases. In this context, 
it is surprising to !nd that crystal chemistry and the formation of a layered structure can lead to a completely 
di#erent behaviour. Our results demonstrate that the presence of weak {010} Mg-layers containing a very short  
< 100>  lattice repeat of 2.5 Å leads to dislocation structures that can easily glide. We !nd that lattice friction is 
overcome at a critical temperature Ta far below the temperatures expected in the D"  layer (3,700–4,400 K47,48). 
$is !nding has several unexpected consequences. $e relative ease of slip between Mg-ppv and periclase sug-
gests that the latter could become the stronger phase in the D"  layer. We are not yet in a position to fully establish 
this fact because additional deformation mechanisms must be activated in Mg-ppv to ensure compatibility of 
plastic deformation in an aggregate. However, the fact that di#usion is also fast in this phase1 suggests that com-
plementary deformation mechanisms involving di#usion should be easily activated. Mg-ppv being the dominant 
phase in this assemblage, it is expected that the D"  layer in regions dominated by the Mg-ppv should exhibit a 
very low viscosity compared to the overlying mantle.

$e implications of such a low viscosity layer have already been considered and discussed49–51. $e way that 
slabs behave when ultimately reaching the CMB is clearly a#ected, as is the broad dynamics of the CMB. However, 
the strongest implication is probably the enhancement of heat transfer from the core across the CMB, as ear-
lier predicted by Bu#ett49 and more recently investigated numerically50,51. $e most testable implication of our 
results is, of course, the strong (010) crystal preferred orientation, which should develop upon %ow in this weak 
layer. $is is an important parameter because the D"  layer has long been recognized as being highly anisotropic. 
Although no consensus has yet been reached (see, for instance, Cottaar et al.9), our !nding that Mg-ppv exhibits 
dominant easy glide along (010) is consistent with the most recent studies of Nowacki et al.6 and Ford and Long7.

In addition to a low viscosity, a low lattice friction in Mg-ppv may have important implications regarding 
seismic wave attenuation. A seismic (body) wave corresponds to strains in the range of 10!8–10!6, with periods 
in the range of 1–10 s. $ese values correspond to stresses of a fraction of a MPa at most, applied at a strain rate 
of 10!6 s!1 or lower. Under these conditions, the athermal temperature Ta will be greater than in Fig."5, but, in 
any case, lower than 1,400 K (the value corresponding to a strain-rate of 10!5 s!1, constraining the dislocation 
density at 108 m!2; see supplementary Figure S5). $is result shows that Mg-ppv will be in the athermal regime 
under seismic loading conditions at temperatures of the D"  layer, with dislocations moving freely without lattice 
friction.

$is situation has not been considered up to now for seismic attenuation because most discussions have been 
driven by the example of olivine52,53. Olivine exhibits lattice friction; thus, dislocations are prescribed to stay in 
their Peierls valleys, and dislocation damping can only result in a limited contribution from kink migration52,53. 
For this reason, the most important source of attenuation in olivine has been linked to di#usionally assisted grain 
boundary sliding54.

Figure 5. Evolution of the critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) with temperature for [100](010) in Mg-ppv 
at 120 GPa, compared with that for ![110](100) and !<110>{110} in periclase16 at 100 GPa. CRSS for 
post-perovskite is computed based on the data inferred from DFT simulations. Strain rate !�  and dislocation 
density ! correspond to the lower mantle conditions (see the text for details).

At D” temperatures (>2000K):

Dislocation glide is easy
(requires low stresses)

& 
independent on T

for both PPv and MgO



rock (polycrystal) 
deformation:

within a grain (crystal): 

� 

˙ ε kl− ˙ E kl=−Mijkl:(σ ij−Σij)

� 

˙ E ij= ˙ ε ij Σij= σ ij

Output: evolution of crystal  
orientations & mechanical response 
(strain rate or stress tensor)

behavior of the aggregate 
(rock) = 

average of crystals' behaviors

strain = motion of dislocations
on well-defined crystal 

planes & directions

� 

˙ γ s = τ r
s

τ 0
s

⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟ 
n

Lebensohn & Tomé 1993

Modelling the deformation of a rock = polycrystalline aggregate
Viscoplastic self-consistent models (VPSC)

Input : slip systems’ strength, 
initial texture & mechanical 
solicitation (stress or velocity 
gradient tensor)



Modelling the deformation of a D” rock 
~ aggregate of 70% MgSiO3 PPV + 30% MgO crystals

MgSiO3 PPV MgO

Slip system CRSS

[100](010) 1

[100](011) 10

[100](001) 20

[001](010) 1 / 3

½ <110>{110}
twinning

3 / not active

Slip system CRSS

<110>{110} 1

<110>{111} 5

[100]{110} 1
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Which deformation in D”?

Mc Namara et al 
Nature 2002 

Ø Flow patterns can be very complex:
- folding of the slabs…

BUT the highest strain domains:
stretching subparallel to CMB

temperature

Dislocation creep

Diffusion creep



PPV texture evolution with increasing strain
twinning active 

Modelling the deformation of a 70% PPV – 30% MgO aggregate

Ø Twinning = faster rotation but slower intensification of the CPO 
dispersion of [100] & [010] = rotation by 34° around [001]
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Tommasi et al. EPSL 2018

Ø Progressive reorientation of the crystal leading to
[100] // shear direction & [010] // normal to shear plane



rock = aggregate of anisotropic crystals

volumetric averaging of the single crystal properties function of:
- mineralogical composition
- orientation of the crystals

Seismic anisotropy at the rock scale
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At low shear strains:
fast polarization & birrefringence depend strongly on 

propagation direction
Sdiff, ScS, SKKS fast polarization may be inclined by 

up to 50-60° to relatively to the horizontal

Seismic anisotropy of a PPV+MgO aggregate deformed
in simple shear parallel to the CMB at 2000 K, 125 GPaCMB

Tommasi et al. 
EPSL 2018
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At low shear strains:
fast polarization & birrefringence depend

strongly on propagation direction
Sdiff, ScS, SKKS fast polarization

inclined by up to 50-60°

Max inclination of fast polarization
decreases with increasing shear strain

Seismic anisotropy of a PPV+MgO
aggregate deformed in simple 

shear parallel to the CMB 
at 2000 K & 125 GPa

CMB

At high shear strains:
Fast polarizations mainly subhorizontal, 

but birrefringence still depends on 
propagation direction

Tommasi et al. 
EPSL 2018
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Li et al GRL 2016

CPO and seismic anisotropy evolution in response to a change in flow direction
Downwelling to 

shear // to 
CMB

Tommasi et al. EPSL 2018



Li et al GRL 2016

CPO and seismic anisotropy evolution in response to a change in flow direction

Shear // to CMB to upwelling at the border of a Low Shear Velocity Province

Tommasi et al. EPSL 2018



Seismic anisotropy in D”: Observations vs. model predictions

Panning & Romanowicz
Science 2004

Anisotropic tomography

process is irreversible. Sonication of any of the
bundle, tubular, and even sheet-like assemblies
results in irreversible dispersion of the rods un-
der all conditions studied thus far, including
elevated temperature (80°C, followed by slow
cooling). The rate of sedimentation under these
conditions effectively competes with the assem-
bly process.

This study has introduced the concept of
using polymer segments in nanorod structures
to control their assembly into flat two-dimen-
sional and curved three-dimensional structures.
One can systematically make different architec-
tures by controlling the composition of the rod
structures and the ratio of the blocks of different
materials that compose them. Insight into such
assembly processes not only complements the
work of others with mesoscopic and macro-
scopic assembly schemes (26, 27) but also is
critical to understanding self-organization pro-
cesses in unnatural systems and the exploitation
of these versatile rod-like synthons in the fab-
rication of a new category of metal-polymer
hybrid materials and, perhaps, devices.
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Inferences on Flow at the
Base of Earth’s Mantle

Based on Seismic Anisotropy
Mark Panning* and Barbara Romanowicz

We applied global waveform tomography to model radial anisotropy in the
whole mantle. We found that in the last few hundred kilometers near the
core-mantle boundary, horizontally polarized S-wave velocities (VSH) are, on
average, faster (by !1%) than vertically polarized S-wave velocities (VSV),
suggesting a large-scale predominance of horizontal shear. This confirms
that the D"" region at the base of the mantle is also a mechanical boundary
layer for mantle convection. A notable exception to this average signature
can be found at the base of the two broad low-velocity regions under the
Pacific Ocean and under Africa, often referred to as “superplumes,” where
the anisotropic pattern indicates the onset of vertical flow.

The core-mantle boundary (CMB) repre-
sents a thermal and a chemical boundary
between Earth’s solid silicate mantle and
its liquid iron outer core. The correspond-
ing boundary layer on the mantle side, of-
ten referred to as D"", is thus the site of
complex dynamic processes that may in-
volve thermal and chemical heterogeneity
at various scales [e.g., (1)]. Additionally, it
has been suggested that this layer functions
as a mechanical boundary layer for the
convection of the overlying mantle, leading
to intense deformation. Such deformation
processes can lead to detectable seismic
anisotropy, either through the alignment of
anisotropic crystals in the strain field or
through the fine layering of materials with
contrasting elastic properties (2, 3).

The presence of anisotropy in D"" has
been established in several regions, includ-
ing under the central Pacific Ocean, north-
eastern Asia, Alaska, and Central America,
from the observation of seismic waves dif-
fracting (Sdiff) or reflecting (ScS ) at the
CMB (3–8). The limited areas of sampling,
however, have made interpretation of these
observations difficult. A more global pic-
ture of long-wavelength anisotropic D""
structure would clearly aid interpretation in
terms of dynamic flow modeling as well as
mineral physics.

With this in mind, we have adapted a
global waveform tomography approach (9,
10) to develop a three-dimensional model
of radial anisotropy in the whole mantle,
using a large data set of three-component
time-domain waveforms of surface and
body waves (11). The model is parameter-
ized in terms of isotropic VS and the aniso-
tropic # parameter (# $ V 2

SH /V 2
SV), which

is directly related to radial anisotropy in
S-wave velocity (12). With our data set and
our broadband sensitivity kernels (9),
which allow us to use both reflected and
diffracted waves in D"" (fig. S1), we have
enough coverage to invert for radially
anisotropic structure in the whole mantle,
as shown by resolution tests (13).

Our final model includes anisotropic S-
wave velocity structure throughout the
mantle. Two regions of strong “degree 0”
radial anisotropy stand out in our model:
the uppermost mantle and D"" (Fig. 1). In
both regions, on average, VSH is faster than
VSV. This can be interpreted, at least for the

Berkeley Seismological Laboratory, 215 McCone Hall,
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Fig. 1. Degree 0 model for # as a function of
depth (solid line). The values for PREM (17) are
shown by the dashed line. For reference, the
660-km discontinuity in the transition zone
between the upper and lower mantle is shown
(dotted line). Note the strong increase at the
base of the mantle, similar but smaller in am-
plitude to that seen in the uppermost mantle.
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upper mantle, as indicating the presence of
strong horizontal shear, consistent with
previous work (14–17 ). The isotropic part
of the model (Fig. 2, A and B) is consistent
with earlier tomographic models of shear
velocity in this depth range (10, 18, 19) and
is characterized by a strong degree 2 com-
ponent representing a fast ring surrounding
two low-velocity features (often called su-
perplumes) centered beneath the central Pa-
cific Ocean and Africa. The strong degree 0
component in ! [" ln(!) # 0] dominates the
map in D$$ (Fig. 2, C and D). The regions
that differ most strongly from this average
structure correlate well with the locations
of the two superplumes, with reduced val-
ues of " ln(!) under the central Pacific
Ocean, Africa, and the south Atlantic
Ocean, including patches with negative val-
ues (VSV # VSH). Another two large patches
of reduced " ln(!) are seen just west of
North America and under central Eurasia.
These patches also are related to slow iso-
tropic velocities, although these regions of
depressed velocities are much smaller than
the two superplumes.

Although the finer scale features of our
model may not be resolvable, and although
observations in regions with high gradients
will display some differences due to the
long-wavelength parameterization of our
model (20), the long-wavelength anisotro-
pic features imaged in our model generally
agree with more localized studies of D$$

anisotropy (Fig. 2C). Specifically, earlier
studies imaged areas with positive " ln(!)
beneath Central America and Alaska (5, 8)
as well as northeastern Asia (7 ). The cen-
tral Pacific regional results are more vari-
able, with some areas showing negative "
ln(!) (3, 5, 8).

The dominant VSH # VSV found as one
approaches the CMB suggests that the
anisotropy observed in D$$ is related to the
dominant horizontal flow in a mechanical
boundary layer, analogous to the larger sig-
nal observed in the uppermost 200 km of
the mantle and factored into the construc-
tion of the Preliminary Reference Earth
Model (PREM) (17 ). As one approaches
regions of upwelling, the direction of flow
changes and results in a different signature
of anisotropy, as manifested in our study
under the central Pacific and Africa. An-
isotropy in these regions bordering the
large-scale upwellings may be much more
complex and include tilting of the axis of
symmetry, which we assume to be vertical in
our modeling. This would result in azimuthal
anisotropy, which we do not attempt to model
here.

Whether the globally observed aniso-
tropy is due to lattice-preferred orienta-
tion (LPO) (2, 21) or the alignment of
materials with differing elastic properties
through shape-preferred orientation (SPO)
(3) must await direct measurements of how
lowermost mantle materials will develop

LPO anisotropy at the corresponding tem-
perature and pressure conditions. Argu-
ments for weak anisotropy in perovskite
[(Mg,Fe)SiO3] and strong positive ! in
periclase (MgO) (2) as well as for negative !
in both perovskite and periclase (22) have
been advanced with the use of theoretical
methods. Some studies have shown that high
strain in subducting slabs approaching the
CMB might be able to sustain conditions
necessary for producing LPO structure across
broad regions of D$$ (21). This model also
shows that although the major axes of the
strain ellipses are horizontal under the down-
going slabs, the material can be rotated to
vertical as it approaches upwellings, possi-
bly explaining the observed change in an-
isotropy below the superplumes in our model.
Different SPO hypotheses have been ad-
vanced as well, mostly relating to horizontal
layering or inclusion of variously shaped
pockets of contrasting material. Candidates
for the differing elastic properties include
reaction products from core-mantle interac-
tion (23) and melted former basalt in a slab
graveyard (3, 5). In general, these SPO mod-
els lead to positive !, although if there is
tilting of the pockets of differing material
under deformation, considerable azimuthal
variation in velocities could be observed
(2).

Whatever the cause, our results clearly
show that the dynamics of D$$ correspond
with what would be expected in a boundary

Fig. 2. Distribution of " ln(VS) (A and B) and " ln(!) (C and D) at a depth
of 2800 km. Maps are shown centered under the Pacific (A and C) and
Africa (B and D). Also shown in C are the regions of D$$ sampled by
previous regional studies. Dotted areas indicate observations of VSH #
VSV; the box in the central Pacific denotes a region with highly variable

observations including VSV # VSH [adapted from (5)]. The shift of the
zone of " ln(!) # 0 to the east of Central America in our model may be
a result of the long-wavelength parameterization in our model. However,
recent studies have documented that D$$ in Central America is the site of
strong lateral gradients of structure (26), so this transition may be real.
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Differential S-ScS splitting

Seismic anisotropy in D”: Observations vs. model predictions

We measure anisotropy in D0 using differential splitting in S and ScS
(respectively direct and reflected from the core–mantle boundary)
phases using an approach described by refs 10 and 11. Both phases
travel through the same region of the upper mantle, but only ScS
samples D0 (Fig. 1a). Given that the majority of the lower mantle is
relatively isotropic12, by removing the splitting introduced in the upper
mantle we can measure the splitting that occurs only in D0 (see
Supplementary Information). Earthquakes in South and Central
America, Hawaii, the East Pacific Rise and the Mid-Atlantic Ridge,
detected at North American stations, provide a dense coverage of
crossing rays that traverse D0 beneath southern North America and
the Caribbean (Fig. 1b). Three distinct regions are covered (Fig. 2),
each sampled along two distinct azimuths. The Caribbean (region ‘S’)
has previously been well studied1,4,8, but the northeast (‘E’) and southwest
(‘W’) USA have not.

Stacked results along each azimuth in the three regions give splitting
parameters shown in Fig. 2 and listed in Supplementary Table 3. We
discuss results in terms of the delay time (dt) and ray frame fast orienta-
tion (Q9; Fig. 1c). The primary observation is that D0 everywhere shows
anisotropy of between 0.8% and 1.5% (assuming a uniform 250-km-
thick D0 layer). Along south–north (region ‘S’) and southeast–northwest
(region ‘E’) ray paths, from deep South American events (approximately
200 measurements), dt 5 (1.45 6 0.55) s, implying shear wave aniso-
tropy of about 0.8%. Fast orientations are approximately parallel to
the core–mantle boundary (Q9 < 90u). This agrees with previous studies
made along similar azimuths4,7–9, including the presence of some small
variation in Q9 of up to 615u (refs 4 and 8). Such variations could be
approximated as vertical transverse isotropy over the region. Detailed
results are shown in Supplementary Figs 1 and 11. Notably, however,
oblique to the approximately south–north raypaths in the Caribbean,
fast directions are at least 40u away from parallel to the core–mantle
boundary (region ‘S’: dt 5 1.68 s, Q9 < 242u; region ‘E’: dt 5 1.28 s,
Q9 < 45u). In region ‘W’, both azimuths show Q9 about 10u–15u from
the horizontal in D0, with dt < 1.2 s. Hence, nowhere are our measure-
ments compatible with vertical transverse isotropy, because we do not
find Q9 5 690u within error in both directions for any region.

A likely mechanism for the production of anisotropy in D0 is the
lattice-preferred orientation (LPO) of anisotropic mineral phases present
above the core–mantle boundary such as (Mg,Fe)O, MgSiO3-perovskite
and MgSiO3-ppv. These may give rise to kinds of anisotropy more
complicated than tilted transverse isotropy with lower symmetries,
which are compatible with our two-azimuth measurements. We investi-
gate the possibility of LPO in ppv leading to the observed anisotropy
rather than other phases because of its probable abundance in seismically
fast regions of the lowermost mantle beneath North America and its
relatively large anisotropy. (Mg,Fe)O and perovskite seem poor candi-
dates for D0 anisotropy because (Mg,Fe)O is equally abundant in the
lower mantle above D0, which appears to be relatively isotropic12, and
perovskite is the dominant phase there. Although (Mg,Fe)O may be
strongly anisotropic and mechanically weaker than ppv13–15, and
therefore might take up more deformation and align more fully, ppv
is also highly anisotropic and is the most abundant phase, meaning a
lower degree of alignment of ppv can produce just as much anisotropy
as more alignment of (Mg,Fe)O. Therefore LPO in ppv is our preferred
mineralogical mechanism.

Different candidate mechanisms for LPO development in ppv from
deformation by dislocation creep have been proposed: slip systems of
[!110](110) (refs 16–18) and [100](010) (refs 19–21) have been inferred
from experimental and theoretical methods. Recent experimental
work22 has also suggested that the [100](001) system may be plausible,
which is appealing because it appears to best-match the first-order
anisotropic signature of the lowermost mantle23–26.

Our results can differentiate between these candidate mechanisms if
we assume that most of the measured anisotropy in D0 is a result of
deformation-induced LPO in ppv, and we have an accurate estimate of
the mantle flow where we measure anisotropy. At present, such models
of mantle deformation are in their infancy, but we can nonetheless
make inferences from broad-scale trends in subduction and global VS
models. We calculate the orientations of the shear planes and slip
directions that are compatible with our measurements for the three
slip systems in ppv. Aggregate elastic constants for the [!110](110) and
[001](010) systems are taken from deformation experiments17,20; we
use single-crystal elastic constants from first-principles calcula-
tions23,25 for the [100](001) system. These planes and directions are
plotted in Fig. 3. We also produce the shear planes predicted for cases
of perovskite and MgO (Supplementary Fig. 11).

At present, there is some disagreement in detail between different ab
initio elastic constants for ppv23,27. We use those of ref. 23 for consistency
with experimental studies. Another source of uncertainty may be the
extrapolation of results of deformation experiments16,17,20,22 to lowermost
mantle conditions.

To guide our interpretation of the results, we can appeal to the
broadly analogous situation of finite strain and olivine LPO associated
with passive upwelling beneath a mid-ocean ridge. Models indicate
that, near the centre of the upwelling, directions of maximum finite
extension dip away from the centre, and become more horizontal with
distance from the ridge28. Corresponding features beneath downwel-
lings are found in convection models of the lower mantle—inclined
deformation dipping towards the downwelling centre29. Regions ‘E’
and ‘S’ are either side of the apparent centre of the downwelling
Farallon slab6,30 (Figs 2, 3), which strikes roughly northwest–southeast,
so we postulate northeast–southwest slip directions on inclined shear
planes with an opposite sense of dip (that is, dipping southwest for
region ‘E’, northeast for region ‘S’). Further away from the downwel-
ling, in region ‘W’, more horizontal flow is expected and hence a
horizontal shear plane with northeast–southwest slip directions.

All three considered slip systems have orientations that can explain
the data, but the predictions of the [100](001) slip system (Fig. 3) best-
match the above criteria. The [!110](110) system is arguably the least
plausible, because it requires complex flow further from the downwel-
ling (region ‘W’) where a simpler horizontal flow pattern is expected.
We cannot yet completely rule out the [100](010) system; more
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Figure 2 | Multi-azimuth stacked shear wave splitting results in each region.
Shown are individual D0 ray paths of ScS phases used in stacks (thin grey lines);
representative mean ray paths in D0 of stacked measurements (thick black lines,
arrows indicate direction of travel); plots of splitting parameters for each stack
at the start of the path (white circles with black bars, angle indicates Q9, length
indicates dt). The colour shading beneath is the variation of VS at 2,750 km
depth (about 150 km above the core–mantle boundary) in the S20RTS model30

compared to the Preliminary Reference Earth Model (PREM). The thick red
line X–X9 is the cross-section shown in Fig. 3a. The shaded region shows the
approximate strike of the Farallon plate predicted at 2,500 km (ref. 6). The three
study regions (‘W’, ‘S’ and ‘E’) are indicated by circled areas. Supplementary
Fig. 2 shows the approximate finite-frequency zone of sensitivity for ScS in D0.
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Seismic anisotropy in D”: Observations vs. model predictions
Sdiff splitting – 3D waveform modeling
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Figure 3. (Panel a) Coordinate system for (R, T, k), in which the fast and slow axis are defined, and (r, !, ") in which CSEM is defined. (Panels b and c)
Percentage of splitting (in colour) and fast axis direction (black bars) are shown as a function of propagation direction. These are the anisotropic perturbations
represented in Model D; 2 per cent splitting and !45" fast axis. Panel (b) is in the (R, T, k) coordinate system, while panel (c) is rotated to the (r, !, ")
coordinate system [figure made with MSAT (Walker & Wookey 2012)].

3 DATA

3.1 1997 September 4 Fiji event

The data for this study come from a deep (#621 km, Mw 6.3, 1997
September 4) event near the Fiji islands. The Sdiff phases from this
event are observed at the stations of the Kaapvaal array in southern
Africa (see map in Fig. 4). The distance between the event and
stations is #120", which is well within the shadow of the core. The
radiation pattern and azimuthal range covered are shown in Fig. 5;
the azimuth range is non-nodal and the SH and SV components are
expected to be of opposite polarity in all of our data.

This deep event was previously studied for its sensitivity of the
SHdiff to the LLSVP boundary (Wen 2001; To et al. 2005). To et al.
(2005) pointed out the anomalous elliptical particle motions in Sdiff

outside the LLSVP and linear ones inside the LLSVP. This obser-
vation is the focus of this study. Unfortunately, while the Kaapvaal

array was deployed, no other suitable nearby events occurred to
confirm the observations made here.

3.2 Waveforms

Sdiff waveforms for the transverse (SH) and radial (SV) components
are shown in the first two panels of Fig. 6. These velocity waveforms
are filtered between 15 and 100 s. The isotropic velocity jump at the
LLSVP boundary is visible in the strong delay occurring in the SH
phase around an azimuth of 213" (Wen 2001; To et al. 2005). To
et al. (2005) modelled the sharp delay in the waveform and post-
cursors with a 4.5 per cent velocity jump across the boundary. At
the same time, the waveforms show no evidence of short-period
waveform complexities caused by smaller scale ultra-low-velocity
zones at this boundary, as has been observed in Sdiff at the northern
boundary of the Pacific LLSVP (Cottaar & Romanowicz 2012).

Figure 4. Ray path coverage for diffracted waves for the 1997 September 4 Fiji islands events (Mw 6.3, 621 km depth) observed at the Kaapvaal array in
southern Africa. Piercing points for Sdiff are plotted 150 km above (magenta) and at the core–mantle boundary (green). Background model is SAW24B16
(Mégnin & Romanowicz 2000) at 2750 km depth. Marked patch in the fast region shows the lateral extent of anisotropy in model D5.
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Figure 7. Particle motion for Sdiff (a), SKS (b) and SKKS (c). Data are filtered between 15 and 100 s and windowed 30 s around the predicted arrival time for the
phase. The particle motions are organized by distance and azimuth and the SH component deviations are plotted along the vertical axis and the SV component
along the horizontal axis. Time runs from blue to red on a rainbow scale (see online colour version). The reference times are the 1-D traveltime predictions for
PREM.There is no correlation between the ellipticity seen in Sdiff and in the other two phases.

was already observed in the particle motions, which is an additional
argument in favour of a D!! source for the observed Sdiff anomalies.

The strong energy on the SV component, at large azimuths, is
associated with linear particle motions (Fig. 7a) in contrast to the
elliptical particle motions at small azimuths. We will argue that this
energy is not an SVdiff phase, but an SHdiff arriving out of plane, due
to refraction at the LLSVP boundary.

3.4 Shear wave splitting results

We quantify the type of anisotropy by measuring the fast axis !

and splitting time dt with the rotation-correlation method, while
comparing to other methods (see Section 2.1). We define the fast
axis in the R-T plane, as opposed to N-E; the latter would interpret
the observed splitting to result from apparent anisotropy in the
horizontal plane (azimuthal anisotropy). The fast axis ! is defined as
0" in the transverse direction and positive in the clockwise direction
towards the radial direction (looking towards the station, Fig. 2). The
orientation of the anisotropy detected here will depend on where
along the path the anisotropy occurs. The shear waveforms are
sensitive to any anisotropy in the plane orthogonal to the direction
of propagation. For the shear wave splitting measurements, the data
are filtered between 10 and 30 s.

Remarkably, as reported in To et al. (2005), significant splitting
only occurs at stations for azimuths less than 208". These are also
the only stations with high-quality splitting index (Wuestefeld et al.
2010). The fast axis directions observed for the rotation-correlation
method are plotted in Fig. 6(d). The average fast axis direction of
these splitting results, weighted by their splitting times, is #46"

from the T component. Although the quadrant of the fast axis is
well constrained, we will later see from the synthetics that there is
a great uncertainty in determining the exact fast axis direction. The

length of the bars is scaled to the amount of splitting that occurs.
There is a strong decrease in the amount of splitting as well as a
slight rotation in the fast axis direction with increasing azimuth.

For the stations with strong splitting in Sdiff, there is little (<0.8 s)
to no splitting in SKS and SKKS phases. The Sdiff and SK(K)S paths
are similar in the upper mantle with only a slight difference in
incidence angle and their polarizations are orthogonal. If there was
a dominant effect of the upper mantle, we would expect these two
waves to be split similarly, which is not the case. To perform minor
corrections for effects of the upper mantle, a number of assumptions
on a simplified anisotropy model would have to be made, with the
risk of introducing artificial splitting.

4 R E S U LT S

4.1 Excluding isotropic and transverse isotropic models

Initially, we implemented only isotropic velocity variations. Fig. 8
shows a comparison of the observed particle motions versus synthet-
ics for PREM, and synthetics for a saturated version of SAW24B16
(To et al. 2005). In the saturated model the positive and nega-
tive perturbations away from PREM are saturated to an extreme
value. Neither isotropic model reproduces the elliptical particle
motions at the smaller azimuths. In contrast to those for the 1-D
model PREM, the particle motions for the saturated model capture
the traveltime variations due to the LLSVP (seen by the change
in colour of the particle motions from more blue to red with az-
imuth). It also shows some interesting behaviour for the phases
that sense the LLSVP boundary around azimuths of 212"–216".
It reproduces the decrease in amplitude and the production of
strong post-cursors (To et al. 2005). At azimuths around 215", the

Cottaar & Romanowicz GJI 2013
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Figure 5. Source radiation pattern of Sdiff waves for 1997 September 4 Fiji
Islands event. Source polarity is indicated in blue dashed (positive) and red
solid (negative). Azimuths covered in this study are shown by the black solid
lines.

The SV component of Sdiff is a much smaller amplitude phase,
but appears stronger at azimuths smaller than 206! and greater than
216!. The radiation patterns of SH and SV have opposite polarities
in the direction of interest; the SH and SV arrivals at stations located
at small azimuths have the same polarity, suggesting that the SV
energy is not the direct SV arrival from the source. Small changes
in the source could change this interpretation, as the direction of
interest lies close to the nodal plane.

Particle motions are shown as a function of azimuth and distance
in Fig. 7(a). The data show elliptical anticlockwise particle mo-
tions at smaller azimuths and more linear particle motions towards
the boundary and inside the LLSVP. Note that the data coverage
includes a trend of increasing distance with increasing azimuth.

Figs 7(b) and (c) show the particle motions of core phases SKS
and SKKS for the same event. These phases have similar paths as Sdiff

in the upper mantle, but short, near-vertical paths in D"" within the

African LLSVP. The amount of ellipticity in these phases appears
scattered, and is different from the trend with azimuth observed for
the Sdiff. Silver et al. (2001) and Adam & Lebedev (2012) report
SKS splitting and surface wave azimuthal anisotropy, respectively,
across the Kaapvaal array. The measured fast axis trends NNE–
SSW in the south, towards ENE–WSW in the centre and then back
to NNE–SSW in the north and the splitting time delay is roughly
constant, with little variation in the amount of splitting. This trend
is different from what we see in the diffracted data. We therefore
conclude that the cause of the elliptical particle motions in Sdiff lies
primarily in the lowermost mantle.

3.3 Amplitudes

The peak-to-peak amplitudes of Sdiff on the transverse and radial
component and SKKS on the radial component are measured in the
observed waveforms and synthetics for Preliminary Reference Earth
Model (PREM; Dziewonski & Anderson 1981). Results are shown
in Fig. 6(c). SHdiff (green circles) is the strongest phase. According
to the radiation pattern and PREM synthetics, its amplitude should
gradually decrease towards larger azimuths. In the observed data,
however, strong amplitudes are seen at larger azimuths (and larger
distances) due to the lower velocities in the LLSVP.

SVdiff (black diamonds) is the weakest phase overall, both in
the observed and synthetic waveforms; the observed amplitudes
appear to increase towards the smallest azimuths and again slightly
at the largest azimuths. The increased amplitude at both ends of the
azimuth range differs from the amplitude predictions for PREM. For
comparison, SKKS amplitudes (brown squares) are plotted. SKKS
originates as SV energy at the source, and its take-off angle is close to
that of SVdiff (closer than SKS). The SKKS phase, however, does not
show the same trend as SVdiff compared to the PREM predictions, as

Figure 6. Data analysis for the 1997 September 4 Fiji Islands event. (Panel a) Transverse component velocity waveforms around the Sdiff arrival. Waveforms
are filtered between 15 and 100 s. (Panel b) Same as panel (a), but for the radial component. (Panel c) Peak-to-peak amplitude measurements of observed
phases (filled symbols) and PREM synthetics (open symbols) for SHdiff (green circles), SVdiff (black diamonds) and SKKS (brown squares). (Panel d) Fast axis
direction for Sdiff phases at smaller azimuths. The length of the lines is scaled to the amount of splitting. Splitting magnitude decreases strongly with azimuth.
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by a single region of anisotropy, perhaps in the upper mantle, if the
initial polarizations were different, as the effect of anisotropy depends
on the incoming polarization. However, since the initial polarizations for
the SK(K)S waves under study were measured and found to be
controlled by the P-to-S conversion at the core–mantle boundary
(CMB), this scenario can be discarded.

Could the observed discrepancies be due to anisotropic structure in
the upper mantle, perhaps due to a dipping symmetry axis or multiple
layers of anisotropy? This scenario is extremely unlikely, for several
reasons. Because no incoming polarization anomalies were detected
in the SK(K)S waves under study, splitting discrepancies due to upper
mantle anisotropy would have to arise due to the difference in
propagation directions between the two types of waves. In the upper
mantle, however, these differences in propagation direction are
extremely slight (less than ~5°) and unreasonably high intrinsic
anisotropy would be needed to generate splitting discrepancies of up
to 3 s for such small differences in propagation direction. A second line
of argument against an upper mantle source for the discrepancies
comes from previous work on the magnitude of splitting due to upper
mantle anisotropy (inferred from SKS splitting measured for a variety
of different backazimuths). SKS splitting for a subset of the NARS-Baja
stations was previously studied by Obrebski et al. (2006) and by Long
(in prep.), who looked at the frequency dependence of SKS splitting.
Both of these studies found that SKS delay times, presumably due to
upper mantle anisotropy, are relatively small; for the stations at which
SKS–SKKS splitting discrepancies were identi!ed, Obrebski et al.
(2006) generally found delay times of less than ~1 s, while Long (in
prep.) found that stations NE75, NE80, and NE83 all exhibited null SKS
splitting at a variety of backazimuths at periods greater than 8–10 s.
California stations with small SKS delay times (Polet and Kanamori,
2002) were also preferentially selected to minimize the contribution
from upper mantle anisotropy. These previous studies and the large
number of well-resolved null SKS measurements from a variety of
backazimuths found in this study (Supplementary Table S1) all
suggest that for most stations examined here and for the low
frequency part of the waveforms (periods greater than 8–10 s) there
is usually little or no contribution to SK(K)S phases from uppermantle
anisotropy.

The region most likely to cause the observed discrepancies,
therefore, is the deepest mantle, as this is the least similar portion

of the SKS/SKKS path (inset, Fig. 1). A Fresnel zone argument (Alsina
and Snieder, 1995) would indicate that for SK(K)S phases with
characteristic periods of ~10 s, the regions of sensitivity should
overlap signi!cantly in the transition zone and in the upper portions
of the lower mantle. (As discussed in Section 5, however, the small-
scale lateral heterogeneity in anisotropic structure required by the
data set somewhat weakens any argument based on !nite-frequency
wave propagation effects, such as the Fresnel zone argument invoked
here.) Because there is considerable seismological evidence for
anisotropy in the D! layer, and because there is laboratory and
seismological evidence that the bulk of the lowermantle is seismically
isotropic (Meade et al., 1995), my preferred interpretation of the
anomalous SKKS splitting described here is that it is due to azimuthal
anisotropy (that is, anisotropic structure with azimuthal velocity
variations in the horizontal plane) in D! (see also Restivo and
Helffrich, 2006;Wang andWen, 2007). However, a contribution to the
observed splitting from elsewhere in the lower mantle on the receiver
side cannot be completely ruled out.

Proceeding with this line of reasoning, the D! paths for SKS and
SKKS for all pairs in the data set are plotted in Fig. 6, with the
anomalous pairs highlighted. The anomalous SKKS splitting appears to
delineate a region beneath the eastern Paci!c that roughly parallels
the west coast of North America. The unusual SKKS splitting behavior
is not observed uniformly in this region; similar small-scale variations
in D! splitting have also been observed for horizontally propagating
phases (e.g., Garnero et al., 2004). In contrast to the region of
anomalous SKKS splitting beneath the eastern Paci!c, shear arrivals
that sample the D! region beneath North America show no indication
of a contribution from D! anisotropy (Fig. 6). These results are broadly
consistent with !ndings by Niu and Perez (2004) and Restivo and
Helffrich (2006) that identi!ed SKS–SKKS discrepancies in the lower
mantle to the west of the North American coast.

The inferred orientation and strength of D!-associated splitting is
shown in Fig. 7, where SKKS splitting parameters for the 15 anomalous
pairs are plotted at the midpoint of the SKKS path through D!, along
with the anomalous SKS splitting observed at station PHL. For the two
pairs measured at station NE71, SKKS splitting has been corrected to
account for the non-null SKS splitting (inferred to represent upper
mantle anisotropy) by subtracting the SKS delay time from that of
SKKS (given the similar fast directions, this simple subtraction is
valid). In the southern part of the region of inferred anomalous
anisotropy, SKKS phases exhibit the largest delay times (up to 3.1 s)
but also exhibit the largest scatter in fast directions. Further to the

Fig. 6. A map view of D! paths for all SKS–SKKS pairs in the data set, with anomalous
pairs highlighted in color.

Fig. 7. Shear wave splitting parameters for anomalous SKKS phases are plotted at the
midpoint of their D! paths; the corresponding SKS paths are also shown. The anomalous
SKS measurement at station PHL is also plotted at the midpoint of the SKS path and is
marked with a red dot. The colors indicate isotropic S wavespeeds at the base of the
mantle from the model of Houser et al. (2008) as a % deviation from the reference
model. The splitting measurements are plotted in the geographical reference frame
associated with the receiver; as shown in Fig. 8, however, the geometry of the raypath
and fast splitting direction should be considered in a 3-D framework.
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north, the measured fast directions are remarkably uniform (~50°–
60°) but there is more variation in delay times (~1.0–2.1 s). If the
anisotropy is con!ned to the D! layer, and a path length through D! of
~350–400 km is assumed, an intrinsic anisotropy of about 1–3% is
needed to generate the observed splitting.

Because the raypaths of the anomalously split SKKS phases deviate
signi!cantly from the vertical in the D! layer (Fig.1), the SKKS splitting
measurements plotted in Fig. 7 (and the inferred geometry of the
anisotropy)must be considered in a 3-D reference frame in order to be
properly interpreted. A sketch of the raypath and fast splitting
direction geometry relative to the CMB is shown in Fig. 8. The fast
splitting vector is contained in the plane perpendicular to the ray
propagation direction, which for the SKKS paths considered here
(backazimuths between 270° and 290°) dips roughly to the east. This
fast splitting direction is not consistent with the simple VTI geometry
that is often inferred in studies of D! anisotropy and instead requires a
more complex geometry that includes azimuthal variations in the
horizontal plane (that is, azimuthal anisotropy). Further interpreta-
tion of the fast splitting vector depends on the elastic properties of the
anisotropic medium, as discussed below.

5. Discussion

The anomalous SKKS splitting appears to delineate a region of fairly
uniformazimuthal anisotropy in theD! layer beneath the eastern Paci!c;
this region coincides geographically with a gradient in isotropic S
wavespeed structure at the base of themantle (e.g., Houser et al., 2008),
as shown in Fig. 7. In general, the corresponding SKS phases from the
anomalous SKS–SKKS pairs do not exhibit splitting that canbe attributed
toD! anisotropy,withone exception: for the anomalouspairmeasured at
station PHL, both the SKS and SKKS phases are anomalously split. These
observations could be explained either by a region of anomalous D!
anisotropy sampled by SKKS phases but not by corresponding SKS
phases, or by a homogenous anisotropic geometry that would produce
signi!cant splitting at the propagation directions associated with SKKS
but not with SKS. Because the anomalous SKS phase observed at station
PHL also samples the region of inferred anisotropy (Fig. 7), the former
scenario seems more likely. I therefore infer that the anomalous
observation of both SKS and SKKS splitting for a single event at station
PHL is due to the raypath geometry: the SKS phase in question samples
theD! layer further to thewest than thediscrepant SKS–SKKSpairs in the
data set (Fig. 7) and unlike many other SKS phases in the data set, it also
samples the inferred region of anomalous D! anisotropy.

One possible explanation for a localized region of complex
anisotropic structure beneath the eastern Paci!c is that it is associated
with the impingement of downgoing slab materials upon the CMB.

There is ample evidence from global tomographic models for a high-
velocity anomaly beneath North America that may be associated with
a downgoing slab (e.g., Houser et al., 2008), and the boundary of this
anomaly in the lowermost mantle coincides geographically with the
inferred region of anomalous anisotropy, as shown in Fig. 7. Numerical
models of a downgoing slab in the lowermost mantle by McNamara
et al. (2002) predict large-scale regions of signi!cant shear deforma-
tion near the CMB for a downgoing slab model. In these models, a
downgoing slab results in a broad region of high-stress deformation in
the dislocation creep regime; at the edges of this region, deformation
is particularly strong and there are sharp gradients in the deformation
geometry. One plausiblemodel for the observed azimuthal anisotropy,
therefore, is that it is associatedwith strong deformation at the edge of
a region of D! affected by the long-lived subduction of the Farallon
plate beneath North America (Lithgow-Bertelloni and Richards, 1998).
The observed SKKS fast directions (45°–65°) are roughly perpendi-
cular to the edge of the continental margin; this suggests that the
geometry of the anisotropy may be controlled by the geometry of the
Farallon subduction zone.

The region of particularly strong deformationwith sharp gradients
in deformation geometry suggested by the McNamara et al. (2002)
model could result in azimuthal anisotropy if fabric is generated by
either the shape preferred orientation (SPO) of elastically distinct
material or by the lattice preferred orientation (LPO) of lowermost
mantle minerals that have been deformed by dislocation creep (e.g.,
Kendall and Silver, 1998; Karato,1998;Wenk et al., 2006). The effect of
D! anisotropy on SK(K)S phases was studied in detail by Hall et al.
(2004) and they found that the only SPO-type models that are
ef!cient at generating signi!cant SK(K)S splitting are those that
include vertically oriented sheets of melt. While this mechanism
cannot be ruled out for this data set, it seems unlikely that there is
signi!cant partial melt here, as this region of D! is not associated with
ultra-low velocity zones (ULVZs) that may indicate the presence of
partial melt (e.g., Kendall and Silver, 1998). Further studies on the
possible presence of partial melt in this region should provide
additional evidence for or against an SPO-type model.

An LPO mechanism could generate azimuthal anisotropy in D!
(e.g., Yamakazi and Karato, 2007), with a possible contribution from
perovskite/post-perovskite, (Mg,Fe)O, or both. Initial studies of LPO
development in post-perovskite (Yamazaki et al., 2006; Merkel et al.,
2007) have had some dif!culty reconciling laboratory results with
seismological observations, due in part to uncertainty in the single-
crystal elastic constants at D! conditions (for an overview, seeWookey
and Kendall, 2007). (Mg,Fe)O would likely make a signi!cant
contribution to LPO-type anisotropy even though it represents ~25%
of the lower mantle by volume, as MgO has an intrinsic shear wave
anisotropy of nearly 50% at lowermost mantle pressures (Karki et al.,
1997). Even in a (post)-perovskite–(Mg,Fe)O mixture, (Mg,Fe)O may
dominate the anisotropic signature (e.g., Yamazaki and Karato, 2002,
2007; Yoshino and Yamazaki, 2007), particularly since deformation
may be partitioned into (Mg,Fe)O as the weaker phase.

Long et al. (2006) predicted shear wave splitting in D! from
experimentally determined (Mg,Fe)O LPO patterns and found that the
amount of splitting is strongly dependent on both the propagation
direction of the phase of interest and on the geometry of deformation
at the CMB. At large epicentral distances (!=108°–120°), the
propagation directions of SK(K)S phases in D! deviate signi!cantly
from the vertical and signi!cant splitting of SK(K)S waves is generally
consistent with the LPO patterns found by Long et al. (2006). A
contribution to SK(K)S splitting from (Mg,Fe)O is even more likely if
the shear plane is tilted even slightly (~10°–15°) from the horizontal.
The observed delay times could be explained by the LPO of lowermost
mantle phases, dominated by ferropericlase; Long et al. (2006)
predicted maximum shear wave anisotropy of up to 11% in a pure
(Mg,Fe)O assemblage, so 1–3% anisotropy for an (Mg,Fe)O–(post)-
perovskite lower mantle assemblagewould be reasonable. Despite the

Fig. 8. A sketch of the raypath geometry above the CMB and the geometry of the fast
splitting direction in the D! layer inferred from the anomalous SKKS splitting
measurements presented in this study. For simplicity, the example shown is for a
backazimuth of 270° — for anomalous SKS–SKKS pairs in the data set, backazimuths
range from ~271° to 294°. The thick black line with the white circle at its center denotes
the fast splitting vector, which is contained in the plane normal to the raypath.
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Figure 5. Splitting parameter differences for SKS and SKKS phases measured on the same seismogram. Histogram (a) shows difference between 197 !SKKS !
!SKS estimates from seismograms containing both SKS and SKKS arrivals. Graph (b) shows !SKS vs !SKKS ! !SKS deviations from the expected 1:1
relationship. Histogram (c) shows difference between 197 "t SKKS ! "t SKS estimates from seismograms containing both SKS and SKKS arrivals. Graph (d)
shows "t SKS vs "t SKKS ! "t SKS deviations from the expected 1:1 relationship. Bars indicate total uncertainty derived from 1# errors of each measurement.

Figure 6. Ray paths for event showing anomalous splitting to Canadian and US stations. Black box identifies an area of inferred azimuthal anisotropy in D""

sampled by SKKS on leaving the CMB en route to FRB.
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Ø Similar paths in the upper mantle, 
but different ones in D”

Ø BUT rare observations & often 
consistent & discrepant 
observations overlap   

by a single region of anisotropy, perhaps in the upper mantle, if the
initial polarizations were different, as the effect of anisotropy depends
on the incoming polarization. However, since the initial polarizations for
the SK(K)S waves under study were measured and found to be
controlled by the P-to-S conversion at the core–mantle boundary
(CMB), this scenario can be discarded.

Could the observed discrepancies be due to anisotropic structure in
the upper mantle, perhaps due to a dipping symmetry axis or multiple
layers of anisotropy? This scenario is extremely unlikely, for several
reasons. Because no incoming polarization anomalies were detected
in the SK(K)S waves under study, splitting discrepancies due to upper
mantle anisotropy would have to arise due to the difference in
propagation directions between the two types of waves. In the upper
mantle, however, these differences in propagation direction are
extremely slight (less than ~5°) and unreasonably high intrinsic
anisotropy would be needed to generate splitting discrepancies of up
to 3 s for such small differences in propagation direction. A second line
of argument against an upper mantle source for the discrepancies
comes from previous work on the magnitude of splitting due to upper
mantle anisotropy (inferred from SKS splitting measured for a variety
of different backazimuths). SKS splitting for a subset of the NARS-Baja
stations was previously studied by Obrebski et al. (2006) and by Long
(in prep.), who looked at the frequency dependence of SKS splitting.
Both of these studies found that SKS delay times, presumably due to
upper mantle anisotropy, are relatively small; for the stations at which
SKS–SKKS splitting discrepancies were identi!ed, Obrebski et al.
(2006) generally found delay times of less than ~1 s, while Long (in
prep.) found that stations NE75, NE80, and NE83 all exhibited null SKS
splitting at a variety of backazimuths at periods greater than 8–10 s.
California stations with small SKS delay times (Polet and Kanamori,
2002) were also preferentially selected to minimize the contribution
from upper mantle anisotropy. These previous studies and the large
number of well-resolved null SKS measurements from a variety of
backazimuths found in this study (Supplementary Table S1) all
suggest that for most stations examined here and for the low
frequency part of the waveforms (periods greater than 8–10 s) there
is usually little or no contribution to SK(K)S phases from uppermantle
anisotropy.

The region most likely to cause the observed discrepancies,
therefore, is the deepest mantle, as this is the least similar portion

of the SKS/SKKS path (inset, Fig. 1). A Fresnel zone argument (Alsina
and Snieder, 1995) would indicate that for SK(K)S phases with
characteristic periods of ~10 s, the regions of sensitivity should
overlap signi!cantly in the transition zone and in the upper portions
of the lower mantle. (As discussed in Section 5, however, the small-
scale lateral heterogeneity in anisotropic structure required by the
data set somewhat weakens any argument based on !nite-frequency
wave propagation effects, such as the Fresnel zone argument invoked
here.) Because there is considerable seismological evidence for
anisotropy in the D! layer, and because there is laboratory and
seismological evidence that the bulk of the lowermantle is seismically
isotropic (Meade et al., 1995), my preferred interpretation of the
anomalous SKKS splitting described here is that it is due to azimuthal
anisotropy (that is, anisotropic structure with azimuthal velocity
variations in the horizontal plane) in D! (see also Restivo and
Helffrich, 2006;Wang andWen, 2007). However, a contribution to the
observed splitting from elsewhere in the lower mantle on the receiver
side cannot be completely ruled out.

Proceeding with this line of reasoning, the D! paths for SKS and
SKKS for all pairs in the data set are plotted in Fig. 6, with the
anomalous pairs highlighted. The anomalous SKKS splitting appears to
delineate a region beneath the eastern Paci!c that roughly parallels
the west coast of North America. The unusual SKKS splitting behavior
is not observed uniformly in this region; similar small-scale variations
in D! splitting have also been observed for horizontally propagating
phases (e.g., Garnero et al., 2004). In contrast to the region of
anomalous SKKS splitting beneath the eastern Paci!c, shear arrivals
that sample the D! region beneath North America show no indication
of a contribution from D! anisotropy (Fig. 6). These results are broadly
consistent with !ndings by Niu and Perez (2004) and Restivo and
Helffrich (2006) that identi!ed SKS–SKKS discrepancies in the lower
mantle to the west of the North American coast.

The inferred orientation and strength of D!-associated splitting is
shown in Fig. 7, where SKKS splitting parameters for the 15 anomalous
pairs are plotted at the midpoint of the SKKS path through D!, along
with the anomalous SKS splitting observed at station PHL. For the two
pairs measured at station NE71, SKKS splitting has been corrected to
account for the non-null SKS splitting (inferred to represent upper
mantle anisotropy) by subtracting the SKS delay time from that of
SKKS (given the similar fast directions, this simple subtraction is
valid). In the southern part of the region of inferred anomalous
anisotropy, SKKS phases exhibit the largest delay times (up to 3.1 s)
but also exhibit the largest scatter in fast directions. Further to the

Fig. 6. A map view of D! paths for all SKS–SKKS pairs in the data set, with anomalous
pairs highlighted in color.

Fig. 7. Shear wave splitting parameters for anomalous SKKS phases are plotted at the
midpoint of their D! paths; the corresponding SKS paths are also shown. The anomalous
SKS measurement at station PHL is also plotted at the midpoint of the SKS path and is
marked with a red dot. The colors indicate isotropic S wavespeeds at the base of the
mantle from the model of Houser et al. (2008) as a % deviation from the reference
model. The splitting measurements are plotted in the geographical reference frame
associated with the receiver; as shown in Fig. 8, however, the geometry of the raypath
and fast splitting direction should be considered in a 3-D framework.
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Figure 7. Estimated initial polarization directions for SKS and SKKS versus backazimuth. (a) • and ! represent SKS and SKKS determinations respectively.
For isotropic velocity structure, ray theory predicts phase polarizations in the source–receiver plane (dotted line) due to the P-SV conversion at the CMB.
(b) Histogram of SKKS-SKS polarization differences. (c) Histogram of SKKS and SKS initial polarization estimates from backazimuth.

results. In contrast to splitting parameters themselves, polarization
deviations show more anomalies on account of the robustness of the
estimation method revealed by the synthetics. SKKS phases deviate
more often and show larger displacements from the source–receiver
plane than SKS.

While the misalignment correction forces !" i to have zero mean,
the standard deviations are 8.18! for SKS and 10.88! for SKKS. Po-
larization deviations in excess of these amounts are deemed ‘anoma-
lous’. The S/N ratios for the anomalous rotations are generally
greater than 5:1 and range as high as 10:1 (SKKS) and 17:1 (SKS),
indicating well-resolved differences by the criterion determined ear-
lier with synthetics. The relative measurement reliability may be
quantified by a confidence value C defined as

C =
!!!!
"i " "b

# (S/N)

!!!! , (2)

where # (S/N) = 45! exp ("0.279885 # S/N), as found from the
synthetics experiments. We projected the anomalous polarization
rotations to the CMB emergence points of the associated phases,
and show the distribution of C in Fig. 8. They delineate a broad area
of the CMB laying under North America, with an extension into the
northeastern Pacific, and an even more extensive region under Asia.

Using C provides an alternative way to classify anomalous in-
coming polarizations. Rather than defining an anomaly on the basis
of the observed dispersion of " i " "b as we did before, values
of C > 1 may be used. These signify polarization rotations larger

than the uncertainty at the observed S/N. This choice is a practical
one: it provides a larger set of anomalous observations we may work
with to examine their geographic distribution. There are 83 SKS and
70 SKKS observations with C > 1, distributed as shown in Fig. 9.
There appears to be a spatial correlation between the geographical
distribution of ULVZs as classified by Williams et al. (1998), and the
CMB location of the SKS and SKKS polarization rotations that we
observed: all but 8 North American rotated phases (which include
the FRB anomalous SKKS) out of 153 confidently retrieved anoma-
lously polarized SKS/SKKS emanate from CMB regions where
ULVZs are absent. Four more come from ULVZ margins in
Europe. This is an observation whose significance we will return
to later.

4 A N A LY S I S

4.1 Summary of observations

Widespread azimuthal anisotropy in D$$ is not the main physical
cause of the rare differential splitting we observed in seismograms
for SKS and SKKS. Their splitting parameters coincide in most cases
within standard measurement errors. Where it does exist, non-VTI
anisotropy is only a small-scale, local feature. Large-scale azimuthal
anisotropy in D$$ seems to be limited to no more than the 2 per
cent level (see also Hall et al. 2004). Differing incoming polar-
ization of the two phases is more frequent than differing splitting

C% 2006 The Authors, GJI, 165, 288–302
Journal compilation C% 2006 RAS

Ø Also, splitting in D” should deviate the 
initial polarization of SKS & SKKS from 
the back-azimuth : rarely observed! 
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Seismic anisotropy in D”: Observations vs. model predictions
SKKS-SKS splitting

Ø Clear SKS & SKKS birefringence for most propagation directions for 
both horizontal shearing & vertical flows. SKS & SKKS signals often ≠.

Ø Why this anisotropy is not “seen” by most SKS & SKKS waves? 
Hypothesis : Finite-frequency effects – averaging of the signal over 
large volumes with lateral variations in the flow pattern  



Atomic scale models of the deformation of PPV & MgO + VPSC models : 
prediction of the evolution of CPO as a function of strain, which can 
be translated into seismic anisotropy patterns.

Most observations of seismic anisotropy in D”  might be explained 
by an anisotropic PPV-rich D” deforming by dislocation creep with 
dominant activation of [100](010) & [001](001) slip  + twinning. 
Inclined fast polarizations imply departures from flow // to CMB. 
Low observed delay times imply heterogeneity of flow at scales < 1000 km

BUT: Seismic waves integrate the signal over large volumes in D”.
No simple key for the interpretation of the observations. 



low velocity zones (1–4). TheD!! region is of great
interest from a geodynamic perspective because it
is a boundary layer between two regions with
extreme viscosity contrasts (i.e., the solid mantle
and liquid outer core). As such, it should play an
active role in controlling mantle convection, ther-
mal structure, and evolution of Earth (5). Numer-
ical modeling (6) and laboratory experiments (7)
indicate that deformation is enhanced near bound-
ary layers, and large strain deformation is expected
to occur in theD!! region, particularly in slabs sub-
ducted to the CMB. Thus, it is likely that seismic
anisotropies observed in this region are produced
by deformation-induced texturing (preferred orien-
tation) of the constituent minerals (2, 6, 7).

The discovery of a solid-solid phase transi-
tion in MgSiO3 from a perovskite (Pv) to a post-
perovskite (pPv) structure at conditions closely
corresponding to those of the CMB (127 GPa and
2500 K) provided a new perspective for interpret-
ing the D!! layer (8–10). However, several issues
remain unresolved, including how texture develops
in pPv and how the deformation state in the D!!
is expressed as seismic anisotropy. Texture may
be important in explaining the sharpness of the
D!! discontinuity (11); seismological observations
suggest the thickness of the discontinuity to be
less than 30 km (12), but experimental data pre-
dicts that the thicknesses should be on the order
of 90 km for an isotropic aggregate (13–15).

When stress is applied to a polycrystal, indi-
vidual crystals deform preferentially along slip
planes. This results in crystal rotations that in turn
lead to preferred orientation of the polycrystal
(texture). Because individual crystals are aniso-
tropic, texturing can result in bulk anisotropy.
Previous deformation experiments on MgSiO3 pPv
and the MgGeO3 pPv analog produced textures
consistent with slip on {110} and/or (100) planes
(16, 17); however, these slip systems are expected
to generate anisotropy largely incompatible with
seismic observations. The older experiments showed
that texture developed during conversion to the pPv
phase and that further compression did not result
in textural changes (16, 17). Recently, Okada et al.
(18) performed new experiments on MgGeO3 pPv.
After transformation from the Pv to pPv phase, (001)
planes were oriented at high angles to compression.
When MgGeO3 enstatite was used as a starting ma-
terial, axial diffraction patterns consistent with the
textures of Merkel et al. (16, 17) were observed.
After further compression, it appeared that (001)
planes became aligned normal to compression, im-
plying that the former texture is related to the phase
transformation (18).

In the CaIrO3 pPv analog, however, the dom-
inant slip plane is (010) over a range of pressures,
temperatures, and strain rates (19, 20–23). This
differing slip system may arise due to bonding

differences inCaIrO3pPv fromother pPv structured
compounds (24). First-principles computations
also find CaIrO3 pPv to have elastic properties and
an electronic structure that are different from
MgSiO3 pPv (25), and modeling of dislocation
cores predicts that CaIrO3 is much more plas-
tically anisotropic than MgSiO3 pPv (26, 27).

We performed axial compression experiments
on MgSiO3 pPv between 148 GPa and 185 GPa
in the diamond anvil cell (DAC). The evolution
of texture and lattice strains were recorded in situ,
using monochromatic synchrotron x-ray diffrac-
tion in radial geometry. The starting material of
vitreous MgSiO3 was mixed with ~10 weight per-
cent Pt powder to serve as a laser absorber and a
pressure standard, and was compressed to high
pressure (28). Conversion directly to the pPv phase
was obtained by laser heating at ~3500 K for ~10
min (28). After conversion to pPv, pressure in the
sample was 148 GPa (table S2). Pressure was
then increased in four steps to 185 GPa over the
course of 7 hours (table S2). At each step, in situ
radial x-ray diffraction images were collected to
document the evolution of pressure, differential
stress, and texture.

Radial diffraction images show variations in
peak position with respect to the compression
direction, which indicate elastic stresses imposed
by the DAC, as well as systematic intensity vari-
ations, which denote texture. These variations are
best visualized if the image is unrolled to display
azimuth versus diffraction angle (Fig. 1). To quan-
titatively extract texture information and calculate
differential stress, we use the Rietveld method as

implemented in the software package MAUD
(28, 29). After conversion, at 148 GPa, differen-
tial stress was 5.3 T 0.1 GPa. At the highest
pressure attained, 185 GPa, the differential stress
was 10.9 T 0.5 GPa (table S2). Inverse pole fig-
ures (IPF) of the compression direction show the
probability of finding the pole (normal) to a lat-
tice plane in the compression direction (Fig. 2).
Just after conversion to pPv, the sample exhibits a
texture characterized by (001) lattice planes at
high angles to compression, with an IPF maxi-
mum of 4.09 multiples of a random distribution
(m.r.d.) (Fig. 2A and table S2). After the first
compression step to 164 GPa, the strength of the
001maximum increases dramatically to 9.62m.r.d.
(Fig. 2B and table S2). Between 164 GPa and 185
GPa, texture changes very little (Fig. 2, B and C,
and table S2). This differs from textures recorded
in lower-pressure pPv analogs of Mn2O3 (30),
CaIrO3 (19, 20–23), MgGeO3 (16), and MgSiO3

(17) but is consistent with the most recent mea-
surements on MgGeO3 pPv (18). These textures
are stronger than textures recorded in previous
experiments (16, 17). In this experiment, texture
strength after compression is greater than 9 m.r.d.
versus ~2.5m.r.d. inMgSiO3 pPv (17), ~2.5m.r.d.
in MgGeO3 pPv (30), and ~1.8 m.r.d. in CaIrO3

pPv (23). The present results cannot be directly
compared with the results of Okada et al. (18) be-
cause those measurements were qualitative.

In contrast to a previous DAC experiment on
MgSiO3 pPv (17), we observe a texture evo-
lution with compression and conclude that the
strengthening of the 001 texture is due to plastic

1Department of Geology and Geophysics, Yale University, New
Haven, CT 06511, USA. 2Department of Earth and Planetary
Science, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA.

*To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail:
wenk@berkeley.edu

Fig. 1. “Unrolled”diffrac-
tion image of MgSiO3
pPv taken in situ at 185
GPa (bottom) with the fit
from Rietveld refinement
(top). The region from
2.77 to 3.66Å!1 was ex-
cludedfromRietveldrefine-
ment due to very intense
diffraction from the gas-
ket and little signal from
the sample. pPv diffrac-
tion peaks are labeled, and black arrows indicate the compression direction. Straight lines are from the gasket.
The Pt 220 peak is also labeled and overlaps with the sample. Pt 111 and 200 are buried in the gasket peaks.
Theremay also be someminor formation of PtC due to the reaction of Pt with the diamonds during laser heating
(28). Texture is evident as systematic intensity variations along diffraction peaks. For example, pPv 004 has a
strong maximum in the compression direction. Deviatoric stress can be calculated from the variation of peak
position with azimuth, which is observed in the diffraction image.

Fig. 2. Inverse pole figures
of MgSiO3 pPv at 148 GPa
(A) just after transformation
and at two pressure steps up
to 185 GPa (C). Also shown
for comparison is an IPF of
VPSC results for dominant slip
on (001) and 40% compres-
sive strain (D). This provides
a good match to the data after compression (B and C). Equal area projection and a linear scale is used. Scale
bar in m.r.d., where m.r.d. = 1 is random and a higher m.r.d. number indicates stronger texture.
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Miyagi et al. 2010 Science

Diamond anvil cell experiments  on  
MgSiO3 PPV at D” p,T conditions 
In situ texture measurements by 
X-ray diffraction; stresses 5-10 GPa

Textures inherited at phase change 
+ glide on (001) & {110} planes?

Open question: ≠ between model predictions & experiments

mantle strain expected in D!! and tracked
deformation in tracers along several streamlines
by computing the left-stretch tensor at each step
(14, 22, 23). The two-dimensional (2D) convec-
tion calculation employed a Rayleigh number of
107, stress-free boundaries, a temperature-
dependent rheology, and a viscosity jump of a
factor of 50 across the 660-km phase transition
(14). The formation of a rigid lid was inhibited by
imposing a maximum allowable viscosity for the
uppermost portion of the model, allowing strong
slabs to form. As is typical for geodynamical
modeling, we employed the Boussinesq approx-

imation to minimize the number of free parame-
ters. This approximation excludes the effects of
compressibility, viscous dissipation, adiabatic
heating/cooling, and buoyancy effects due to
phase transitions, including the Pv-pPv phase
transition. We would expect that our predicted
strain values would be slightly modified with the
inclusion of these smaller-order physical pro-
cesses; however, given the uncertainties in the
model parameters, we predict that the difference
would be minor, particularly for this study.

We began tracking deformation in slab re-
gions at about 290 km above the CMB, cor-

responding to an approximate depth at which
the Pv-to-pPv phase transition is expected to
occur. The general trend of strain appears to be
similar for most tracers and is characterized by
horizontal stretching as slab material impinges
upon the CMB (Fig. S4). After investigating
several streamlines and observing similar trends,
we concentrated on one particular streamline for
use in polycrystal plasticity models (18). Accu-
mulated strains along a streamline are very large
and, assuming that all this strain is accommo-
dated by dislocation glide, polycrystal plasticity
simulations would predict very sharp textures,
close to a single crystal. This is clearly not real-
istic. At high temperatures, strain may be partial-
ly accommodated by climb, boundary diffusion,
and dynamic recrystallization that may signifi-
cantly weaken texture development. Further-
more, secondary phases may be present. Thus,
after several tests (14), we found that a reasonable
assumption is that 10% of the plastic strain
recorded by the tracer is accommodated by dis-
location glide in pPv and the rest by mechanisms
that do not produce preferred orientation. Using
the VPSC model, we simulated the LPO evolu-
tion of an aggregate of 2000 grains at each time
step of the convection model. Most of the strain
(Fig. 3 and fig. S5) occurs as the aggregate
reaches the CMB and flows parallel to it. This
configuration is very similar to a combination of
pure and simple shear parallel along the freeslip
surface of the CMB. As the tracer descends into
D!!, we observe very little development of LPO
(Fig. 3A). Texture develops rapidly between steps
1000 (Fig. 3A) and 2000 (Fig. 3B) as the tracer
turns at the CMB. The texture strengthens and
evolves only moderately as the particle moves
along the CMB (up to step 5000) (Fig. 3C) and is
later modified during upwelling (Fig. 3D).

We obtained an estimate of expected anisot-
ropies in the D!! by averaging the single-crystal
elastic tensors as a function of crystallographic
orientation. From the aggregate elastic tensor, we
then calculated seismic velocities in different di-
rections. First-principles calculations provide single-
crystal elastic moduli for MgSiO3-pPv at high
pressure and high temperature (24, 25) (table S3).

Fig. 1. Unrolled diffraction image of (Mg,Fe)SiO3-pPv measured in radial diffraction, in situ, at 145 GPa. The
directions ofmaximumandminimum stress are indicated by the black and gray arrows on the right, respectively.
LPO and differential stress are deduced from the variations of diffraction intensity and peak position with
orientation. Miller indices of the diffraction lines from the (Mg,Fe)SiO3-pPv sample actually used in the analysis
are labeled on the figure. Diffraction lines with no evidence of stress (straight lines) are from the gasket.

Fig. 2. Inverse pole figure showing the preferred orientation pattern in (Mg,Fe)
SiO3-pPv in compressionmeasured (A) at 145GPa just after converting thematerial
to the pPv phase, (B) at 157 GPa, (C) in MgGeO3 pPv at 130 GPa (17), and (D)
simulated after 20% compressive strain with models that favor slip on (100) and

(110). Equal-area projection is used, and linear contours express pole densities in
multiples of a random distribution. Reflections used for inverting the orientation
distribution function are indicated in the experimental inverse pole figures. The 152,
062, and 200 peaks of (Mg,Fe)SiO3-pPv overlap and are not well resolved.

22 JUNE 2007 VOL 316 SCIENCE www.sciencemag.org1730
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VPSC simulations based on 
atomic scale modeling of 

dislocation glide 

Dominant glide on [100](010) & [001](010)
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Ø Texture inheritance + stresses in 
experiments >> mantle stresses?

20% shortening



Why even for the upper mantle inversing deformation 
patterns from seismic anisotropy is not possible?

et al., 2003; Kelemen and Dick, 1995; Nicolas, 1986; Quick, 1982; Suhr
et al., 2003; Tommasi et al., 2006). Anisotropic melt distribution con-
trolled by the deformation in the mantle is indicated by the parallelism
between a diffuse compositional layering (plagioclase or clinopyroxene
enrichment) and the foliation observed locally in the Lherz and Lanzo
orogenic massifs (Higgie and Tommasi, 2014; Le Roux et al., 2008), at
the crust–mantle transition zone in the Oman ophiolite (Boudier and
Nicolas, 1995; Higgie and Tommasi, 2012; Jousselin et al., 2012), or in
mylonitic xenoliths fromMorocco (ElMessbahi et al., 2015) andHoggar
(Kourim et al., 2014). These observations support a planar arrangement
of the melt parallel to the shear plane with a periodicity ranging from a
fewmm to tens of cm. However, the analysis of neither the microstruc-
tures nor the chemistry of these rocks constrains the instantaneousmelt
fraction in these systems, which is an essential parameter to constrain
the associated anisotropy (Mainprice, 2007). Finally, melt extraction
by dikesmay also give rise to larger scale (tens ofmeters or larger) com-
positional layering if the regional stress!eld controls diking. A preferred
orientation of melt-!lled dikes has indeed been invoked to explain the
strong rift-parallel seismic anisotropy in shallow lithospheric mantle
and crust beneath the Afars (Hammond et al., 2014).

4. Consequences for the evolution of the lithosphericmantle and for
plate tectonics

4.1. Thermal heterogeneity

Thermal heterogeneity is very effective in producing strength gradi-
ents due to the exponential dependence of the viscoplastic (ductile) de-
formation on temperature. Lateral variations of the geothermal gradient
within plates are therefore a !rst order source of rheological heteroge-
neity, controlling strain localization at the plate tectonics scale. The

most obvious thermo-rheological heterogeneities are cratons, with their
thick and cold lithospheric roots. Already in the early 80s, Molnar and
Tapponnier (1981) proposed that variations in the thermal structure,
controlled by the age of the last orogenic episode affecting the crust,
might explain the heterogeneous strain distribution in Asia in response
to the India collision. This hypothesis was corroborated by numerical
models, which showed that an older and stiffer block embedded in a col-
lision zone, such as the Tarimblock in theHimalayas, remains roughly un-
deformed and produces strain localization around it (England and
Houseman, 1985; Vilotte et al., 1984). Thermal heterogeneity may thus
explain the general structure of continental plates, which are usually
formed by collisional zones of various ages molding a few cratonic
nuclei. A spectacular example of this process is the fossil Meso- and
Neoproterozoic orogenic belts and the active East African rift that wrap
around the Tanzanian craton in eastern Africa (Fig. 12). Another, less
evident effect of large-scale stiff heterogeneities within continental plates
are stress concentrations at their tips,which, in a compressional!eld,may
result in development of transpressional shear zones that propagate sev-
eral hundreds of km into the plate interiors (Tommasi et al., 1995;
Vauchez et al., 1998). Such a model may, for instance, explain the
transpressional deformation (Fig. 13) in the Neoproterozoic Ribeira belt
in southeast Brazil (Vauchez et al., 1994) or in the Great Slave shear
zone in Canada (Hanmer et al., 1992; Hoffman, 1987). Itmay also account
for the development of the Baikal rift in a regional compressive setting,
which follows the southern boundary of the Siberian craton (Lesne
et al., 1997; Petit and Deverchere, 2006).

Soft rheological heterogeneities associated with hotter than average
geothermsmay also localize strain. Dunbar and Sawyer (1988) showed,
for instance, that, in a plate submitted to extension, higher temperatures
in the sub-Moho mantle due to local crustal thickening result in local-
ized thinning of the lithospheric mantle. Extensional basins (aborted
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Fig. 11. Olivine crystal preferred orientation (a) patterns and (b) intensities quanti!ed by the J-index for N600 peridotite samples from peridotite massifs and xenoliths from varied
geodynamic environments. Most olivine CPOswere measured at the Geosciences Montpellier EBSD facility. J-indexes were calculated with the texture analysis softwareMTEX (Hielscher
and Schaeben, 2008;Mainprice et al., 2011; http://mtex.googlecode.com) based onorientation distribution functions (ODF) calculatedusing a “de laVallée Poussin” kernelwith a constant
half-width of 10°. (c) Maximum P- and S-wave anisotropies resulting from these olivine CPOs.
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Ø Different processes / flow 
geometries produce similar olivine 
CPO

Ø Olivine CPO produced under ≠ 
conditions have ≠ orientations 
relation to flow pattern, but may only 
be discriminated in the deformation 
reference frame, which is not 
known!

• Incomplete seismological sampling 
… full anisotropy tensor is never 
sampled

• Splitting data integrates the 
anisotropy along the path; 
discrimination of different 
contributions only possible by 
differential analysis


